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by Mark Raczkiewycz

KYIV-BERDYANSK-MARIUPOL – The 
familiar sounds of reverberation from huge 
harbor cranes in the Azov Sea ports of 
Berdyansk and Mariupol are eerily absent. 

From afar and up close, the dock-aligned 
cranes appear suspended as if under a 
magical spell.

They should be contributing to moving 
about 6 to 8 percent of the country’s yearly 
freight volume. Here in Ukraine’s far south-
eastern corner, they perform mostly export 
functions by shipping locally sourced steel 
and grain to foreign buyers. Significantly, 
Mariupol is just miles from the Donbas 
war’s frontline, whereas Berdyansk is clos-
er to Russian-occupied Crimea.

Moscow actually is the spell master. 
After attacking three Ukrainian vessels in 
shared waters on November 25 and taking 
24 servicemen captive, Russia has refused 
vessels passage to and from the Azov Sea. 

“It’s a real blockade by Russia,” Ukraine’s 
Infrastructure Minister Volodymyr 
Omelyan said at a news conference in 
Mariupol on December 2 after visiting the 
two ports. “It’s turning out to be a dead 
zone.”

Now, these ports find themselves on a 
new frontline with Russia. Thanks to a 
meek Western response and Ukraine’s mili-
tary inferiority, Russia is completing a 
stranglehold upon the Azov Sea, choking 
the local economy and maritime shipping.

The numbers speak for themselves. 
Turnover has halved in the two ports 

since 2014, when Russia invaded Ukraine – 

starting with the covert takeover of Crimea 
and then the easternmost part of the 
Donbas. In May, a four-mile bridge was 
completed that links mainland Russia to 
the Crimean city of Kerch; its lower height 
clearance has decreased the two ports’ 
shipping capacity by 30 percent, said Mr. 
Omelyan. 

Around the same time, Russia started 
“arbitrary” checks of vessels during their 
passage through the Kerch Strait. To date, 
the disruption and violation of a 2003 bilat-
eral treaty with Russia for free passage has 
caused more than $350 million “in total 

damages” to the local Ukrainian economy, 
$200 million of that to shipping companies, 
the infrastructure minister said.

Foreign investments to develop the 
ports’ infrastructure are now frozen, Mr. 
Omelyan added. Down the road, he fears 
that companies will just stop betting on 
passage due to Russia’s “selective” inspec-
tions. Each day of delay causes $5,000 to 
more than $10,000 in losses, said Raivis 
Veckagans, chairman of the state-run Sea 
Ports Authority.

(Continued on page 8)

Harbor cranes at the Mariupol seaport stand mostly idle on December 2 as a result of 
Russia’s selective shipping blockade in the Azov Sea. 
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UCCA sends urgent appeal
to congressional leaders
and secretary of state

UCCA

NEW YORK – The Ukrainian 
Congress Committee of America 
(UCCA), the largest representation of 
Americans of Ukrainian descent, sent 
urgent letters of appeal to the co-
chairs of the Congressional Ukraine 
Caucus, the Senate Ukraine Caucus, 
the House Foreign Affairs Committee 
and the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee, requesting them to “hold 
congressional hearings about Russia’s 
blatant use of force against Ukraine.”

Explaining that while the Ukrainian 
American community is grateful for the 
many “recent statements and stalwart 
support for Ukraine’s territorial integ-
rity, sovereignty and independence” 
from leaders in Congress, the UCCA’s 
letter underscores that Ukraine stands 
at “a watershed moment in its history.” 

In explaining the urgency of the let-
ter, UCCA President Andriy Futey high-
lighted the plight of the 24 Ukrainian 
sailors who are currently being held in 
Russian captivity – a move that vio-
lates international maritime conven-
tions. “We must take every available 
measure to secure their immediate 
release,” stated Mr. Futey.

At the same time, the UCCA on 
December 3 forwarded an open letter 
to U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo 
as he departed for Brussels, Belgium, 

Minneapolis Ukrainian community seeks insight through oral history
by Zina Poletz Gutmanis

MINNEAPOLIS – The Ukrainian 
American community in Minneapolis-St. 
Paul commemorated the 85th anniversary 
of Joseph Stalin’s genocide by famine with 
an event titled “Holodomor: Our History, 
Our Stories.”

Inspired by the goal of the Ukrainian 
World Congress to use this anniversary year 
to ensure that the story of the Holodomor 
continues to be shared by future genera-
tions, the Twin Cities Holodomor 
Commemoration Committee planned a pro-
gram focused on oral history as a way to 
capture and convey the personal stories of 
community members.

The program on October 28 began with 
the singing of the national anthems and an 
ecumenical “litiya” prayer service performed 
by priests from the local Orthodox and 

Catholic churches, Fathers Yevhen Kumka 
Petro Siwko and Roman Voronchak.
Afterwards, committee Chair Zina Poletz 
Gutmanis took the stage at the Ukrainian 
American Community Center in Minneapolis 
to challenge the audience to think differently 
about their relationship to the Holodomor.

“We may know the facts, but what I’ve 
noticed is missing is an emotional connec-
tion,” she said. “The Holodomor should not 
just be something we teach others, but to 
share our personal stories and have com-
passionate conversations together to better 
understand how being a post-genocide 
people has transformed our families and 
our community.”

To illustrate her point, she shared a per-
sonal story about her discovery just last 
year that her grandparents were During the candlelight ecumenical service performed by clergy of St. Michael and St. 

George Ukrainian Orthodox Church, St. Katherine Ukrainian Orthodox Church and 
St. Constantine Ukrainian Catholic Church.

John Gutmanis

(Continued on page 19)
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Russia chokes Ukraine shipping lanes,
as invasion force surrounds country
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Meeting to form independent UOC is set

President Petro Poroshenko says senior 
figures from Orthodox communities in 
Ukraine will meet on December 15 in a bid 
to form a new, unified, independent 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church. Speaking on 
December 5, Mr. Poroshenko said that the 
“unity gathering” will be held at St. Sophia 
Cathedral and attended by Ecumenical 
Patriarch Bartholomew of Constantinople. 
The meeting could be a crucial step in years 
of efforts to create a Church in Ukraine that 
is independent of Moscow and has the 
imprimatur of Patriarch Bartholomew, the 
“first among equals” in the global Eastern 
Orthodox faith. Announcing an event he 
said was “long-awaited” and “important for 
the whole country,” the Ukrainian president 
said those gathered would determine the 
status of “our new Church” and elect a lead-
er. It is also expected to adopt a charter. 
According to Mr. Poroshenko, Patriarch 
Bartholomew will present the Church with 
a Tomos, a decree granting it independence 
– known in church parlance as autocephaly. 
Patriarch Bartholomew announced the 
decision to recognize Ukraine’s request for 
an autocephalous Church in October. 
Representatives of the Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church – Kyiv Patriarchate, led by Patriarch 
Filaret, and the Ukrainian Autocephalous 
Orthodox Church, led by Metropolitan 
Makariy will attend the December 15 meet-
ing. Representatives of the Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church – Moscow Patriarchate 
will not attend. “Our stance has not 
changed,” said Archbishop Kliment, assert-
ing that “the creation of the Ukrainian auto-
cephalous Church does not meet canonical 
norms.” (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service)

Poroshenko: Russia has no ‘veto’ 

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko 
has said changing the country ’s 
Constitution to state Kyiv’s aim of joining 
NATO and the European Union as strategic 
state goals will send a strong “message” to 
Moscow that “we are parting completely 
and irrevocably.” Addressing lawmakers in 
the Ukrainian Parliament on November 22, 
Mr. Poroshenko said Russia, “being an 
aggressor state,” will not have a “veto” on 
whether Ukraine joins the two Western 

organizations. Relations between Moscow 
and Kyiv have deteriorated after Russia 
seized Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula in 
March 2014 and shortly thereafter began 
supporting militants in eastern Ukraine in a 
conflict that has left more than 10,300 peo-
ple dead since April 2014. President 
Poroshenko was speaking before lawmak-
ers voted overwhelmingly in favor of a bill 
in its first reading to alter Ukraine’s 
Constitution to include as the country’s 
strategic goal membership in the EU and 
NATO. “By fixing in the Constitution the 
obligatory course toward joining NATO and 
the European Union, we are sending a mes-
sage to Moscow: we are parting completely 
and irrevocably,” Mr. Poroshenko said, 
according to the UNIAN news agency. 
“Russia, being an aggressor state, does not 
have and will not have a veto on our acces-
sion to either NATO or the European 
Union.” Mr. Poroshenko stressed that this is 
the sovereign right of Ukraine as a country, 
“which confidently walks its own path.” 
(RFE/RL, with reporting by Current Time, 
UNIAN and Interfax)

EU to sanction nine people

The European Union is now expected to 
add nine individuals allegedly involved in 
the organization of last month’s elections in 
the areas controlled by Russia-backed sep-
aratists in eastern Ukraine to its sanctions 
list, according to sources in Brussels. The 
bloc’s ambassadors agreed to the move on 
December 5, several EU sources familiar 
with the matter who could not speak on the 
record told RFE/RL. The sources said only 
five people were initially expected to be 
added to the list but several countries led 
by Poland called for another four individu-
als to be included. The bloc’s foreign minis-
ters are due to agree to the move when 
they meet in the Belgian capital early next 
week. The nine individuals would join 155 
other people from Russia and Ukraine who 
are currently subject to EU asset freezes 
and travel bans. The bloc has also frozen 
the assets of 44 entities from both coun-
tries since Moscow’s seizure of Ukraine’s 
Crimea region in March 2014 and its sup-
port for separatists in a conflict that has 

(Continued on page 14)

 ANALYSIS

by Pavel Felgenhauer
Eurasia Daily Monitor  

On November 25, two Ukrainian gun-
boats, together with a tug, attempted to 
cross from the Black Sea through the Kerch 
Strait into the Sea of Azov, where Ukraine 
controls two major port cities – Mariupol 
and Berdyansk. The Ukrainian convoy was 
stopped by Russian Federal Security 
Service (FSB) Border Guard ships, even 
though both Moscow and Kyiv agree the 
Ukrainian vessels had the right to cross into 
the Azov Sea in accordance with a 2003 
treaty that declared these waters a joint 
sovereignty “internal” waterway (see 
Eurasia Daily Monitor, November 26, 28). 

Nevertheless, Moscow accused Kyiv of 
ignoring protocol in applying for passage. 
After a multi-hour standoff just outside the 
Kerch Strait, the Ukrainian convoy turned 
back to Odesa since the small shallow-
water Gurza-M-class gunboats have a crew 
of only five and are limited to just five days 
of autonomous voyage. Yet, the Russian 
forces did not allow them to withdraw 
peacefully and attacked, purposefully ram-
ming the tugboat and using live munitions 
after a demand to stop engines was 
ignored. 

The Berdyansk gunboat was hit multiple 
times by heavy machinegun fire and appar-
ently by armor-piercing rockets fired from 
a Ka-52 helicopter gunship and an Su-30 
jet. The Berdyansk’s crew was lucky to sur-
vive unscathed. The three Ukrainian ships 
surrendered and were boarded by Russian 
commandos. Twenty-four Ukrainian ser-
vice members were apprehended and the 
ships impounded (Interfax, November 27; 
Fakty.ua, November 29).

Gurza-Ms are river gunboats with some 
coastal sea operational capabilities. They 
have two gun turrets originally designed 
for a Ukrainian-made BM-3 armored vehi-
cle. Moreover, these vessels are equipped 
with a 30-millimeter automatic gun, a gre-
nade launcher and laser-guided Ukrainian-
made Baryer-VK anti-tank missiles. The 
Gurza-M’s armor can withstand 7.62-mm 
bullets. Ukraine began building these gun-
ships as a cheap alternative after 2014, 
when it lost almost its entire fleet during 
the annexation of Crimea. The Ukrainian 
Navy has already moved several Gurza-M 
boats to the Sea of Azov this year and 
announced plans to establish a military 
naval base in Berdyansk, citing increased 
Russian military threats (RIA Novosti, 
November 16). 

The passage of two more gunboats may 
have annoyed the Russians; but on their 
own, those two small craft could not have 
possibly flipped the balance of military 
power in the Sea of Azov. Still the Russian 
military went berserk, fired to kill, and cap-
tured ships that did not seem to pose any 
immediate threat.

Moscow accuses Kyiv of deliberately 
“provoking” a confrontation with Russia, 
adding that the European Union and the 
United States are guilty of “coordinating the 
provocation of a confrontation.” In a special 
statement, the Russian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs warned Ukraine and the West of 
“grave consequences” that may follow 
(Mil i tarynews.ru,  November 26) . 
Ukrainians are seen in Moscow as proxies 
doing the bidding of their Western masters 
and “sponsors.” The Russian Defense 
Ministry’s (General Staff’s) threat assess-
ment apparently implies that a future 

Ukrainian naval base in the Sea of Azov 
could eventually become a deployment 
point for Western – that is North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) – ships and 
forces much better equipped than the small 
Gurza-M gunboats. However, those 
Ukrainian vessels could still play a vital role 
in guarding this base against Russian com-
mando infiltration. 

The Azov Sea is mostly extremely shal-
low: Russian submarines and warships of 
the Black Sea Fleet cannot operate there 
effectively, while the U.S. and its allies have 
some modern well-armed warships capa-
ble of operating in the coastal littoral. 
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko has 
called on NATO to deploy forces to the Azov 
Sea to counter Russian aggression. The 
Kremlin insists this would be an extremely 
negative development (Interfax, November 
29).

The fact that no NATO member is pres-
ently planning to send any ships to the 
Azov Sea – not even a short friendly visit – 
will hardly calm the Russian nightmare 
assessment of the West suddenly achieving 
naval superiority there. Russia has been 
constantly using the Sea of Azov and the 
Kerch Strait to move corvettes armed with 
long-range Kalibr cruise missiles (poten-
tially nuclear tipped) from the Caspian Sea 
through the Volga, the Volga-Don channel, 
the Sea of Azov, the Kerch Strait, the Black 
Sea, the Bosporus, into the Mediterranean 
and then back again. These corvettes have 
been shooting Kalibr missiles at Syria from 
the Caspian and from the Mediterranean. 
To attack any other targets in the larger 
Middle East, the Russian corvettes may use 
the rear position in the Caspian; to go after 
targets in the West, a deployment in the 
Black Sea or Mediterranean is essential. A 
NATO-backed Ukrainian naval base in 
Berdyansk or Mariupol could thus serious-
ly impede Russian naval operational plans, 
Moscow seems to believe.

The fear of a Western-led conspiracy 
against vital Russian interests in the Black 
and Azov seas may explain the extreme 
Russian reaction. The 24 Ukrainian service 
members were denied prisoner-of-war sta-
tus, apprehended on criminal charges, and 
reportedly moved to Moscow to the notori-
ous FSB Lefortovo prison, apparently to be 
interrogated to seek evidence of a possible 
extended conspiracy (Interfax, November 
29). U.S. President Donald Trump, in turn, 
canceled at short notice a preplanned 
meeting with President Vladimir Putin in 
Buenos Aires, at the G-20 summit, because 
of the continued detention of the Ukrainian 
sailors and the Russian actions on 
November 25 (Interfax, November 29). 
This cancelation was seen in Moscow as a 
nasty snub, but also possibly as additional 
confirmation of a Western-led conspiracy 
surrounding the Azov Sea.

After the naval skirmish, President 
Poroshenko, supported by a majority in the 
Parliament, declared 30 days of martial law 
in regions bordering Russia.  Mr. 
Poroshenko, quoting Ukrainian military 
intelligence, insists martial law will allow 
the country to raise its battle readiness and 
prepare the nation to face a possible 
Russian invasion aimed at occupying the 
port cities of Mariupol and Berdyansk and 
removing Ukrainian forces from the Azov 
shoreline (Militarynews.ru, November 26). 

This threat assessment may be real: By 

Russia’s attack on Ukrainian naval ships
in Black Sea: First shots of winter war?
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Canadian government non-committal on arming Ukraine as tensions escalate between Kyiv and Moscow
by Christopher Guly

Special to The Ukrainian Weekly

OTTAWA – While Ukraine negotiates with the United 
States about acquiring more American weaponry in its 
ongoing war against Russian-backed troops in Ukraine’s 
Donbas region, Canada’s conversation with Ukraine has 
“advanced” beyond discussions about arms, according to 
Canadian National Defense Minister Harjit Sajjan.

“It’s not about equipment, it’s about appropriate capaci-
ty-building,” he told The Ukrainian Weekly. 

Mr. Sajjan said as much last year, months after Canada 
and Ukraine signed a Defense Cooperation Arrangement.

During a conference call with Canadian journalists from 
Riga, Latvia, where the minister visited a Canadian-led 
NATO battlegroup, Mr. Sajjan told The Ukrainian Weekly 
that Canada’s focus was on “helping the Ukrainian Armed 
Forces modernize their command-and-control structure” 
and ensuring that “anything we provide is about creating 
an enduring and evolving process for the Ukrainian Armed 
Forces so they can have an efficient and effective fighting 
force.”

A year later, that has not changed much.
Canada’s defense minister explained that the goal is to 

help train Ukrainian soldiers on using specialized military 
equipment “effectively” and to assist them with eventually 
expanding the size of their units from battalion level, which 
normally consists of between 500 and 800 soldiers, to that 
of a brigade with 1,500-plus people in uniform.

The idea, he said, is to “modernize the Ukrainian Armed 
Forces” to fit within the model used in the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO), which Ukraine aspires to join.

“We need to start talking about institution-building as 
well,” said Mr. Sajjan. “That’s the long-term legacy that’s 
needed in Ukraine.”

“We obviously have a lot of challenges with what Russia 
is doing, but we need to continue doing this,” he noted.

The defense minister added that Canada is waiting for 
Ukraine to “come up with a comprehensive plan that we 
can move forward on.”

Former Ukrainian army general Stepan Poltorak’s deci-
sion to retire from the military in October and remain as 
Ukraine’s 14th defense minister as a civilian is a “good 
sign,” according to Minister Sajjan. “But more work needs 
to be done.”

Since September 2015, members of the Canadian 
Armed Forces have worked with more than 10,100 
Ukrainian soldiers in 219 training courses ranging from 
military engineering and explosive-device disposal to casu-
alty evacuation and combat first-aid as part of Operation 
UNIFIER. About 200 Canadian soldiers have been deployed 

every six months to several sites across western and cen-
tral Ukraine as part of the Canadian mission, which is 
scheduled to end in March.

When asked whether his government would renew 
UNIFIER beyond next year’s deadline, Mr. Sajjan said only 
that Canada’s “support to Ukraine is unwavering.”

Escalating tensions

That could soon be tested as tensions between Ukraine 
and Russia escalated on November 25. 

Ukraine’s Navy reported that Russia’s Coast Guard 
opened fire on and seized three of its vessels, and captured 
23 Ukrainian crew members, injuring at least three follow-
ing a standoff in the Black Sea near the Crimean peninsula 
that Moscow annexed from Ukraine four years ago. The 
Ukrainian vessels were attempting to enter the Sea of Azov, 
which Ukraine and Russia technically share under a 2003 
agreement, via the Kerch Strait.

“We consider such aggressive actions as a violation of 
the norms of the [United Nations] Charter and the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,” Ukraine’s 
Foreign Affairs Ministry said in a November 26 statement. 
“Ukraine will take all appropriate measures to ensure [a] 
diplomatic and legal response.”

Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia Freeland also 
issued a statement on November 26, in which she said that 

“Canada strongly condemns Russia’s actions against 
Ukraine in the Sea of Azov and Kerch Strait” and called on 
Russia “to immediately de-escalate, release the captured 
crew and vessels and not impede passage through the 
Kerch Strait.”

She said she spoke to Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister 
Pavlo Klimkin on November 25 “and assured him of 
Canada’s unwavering support for Ukraine’s sovereignty.”

“Canada is also in contact with its G-7 and NATO allies 
on this matter,” said Ms. Freeland. 

“The government of Canada is unequivocal in its sup-
port for Ukraine and in its condemnation of Russia’s illegal 
invasion and annexation of Crimea. Canada will always be 
a steadfast partner of the people of Ukraine, and we will 
continue to work with our allies to hold Russia to account 
for its unacceptable behavior,” Minister Freeland under-
scored.

At the Halifax conference

During a trip to Canada in mid-November, Minister 
Klimkin told Global News that Russia is attempting to 
“squeeze out real Ukrainians” from Crimea and that 
Ukraine would return the peninsula to its control.

While in Canada, Mr. Klimkin met with Mr. Sajjan on the 
margins of an international security forum held on 
November 16-18 in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The Canadian 
defense minister hosted the annual foreign affairs and 
defense conference that included 300 representatives of 
government, military, think tanks, business and media 
from over 70 countries.

Ukrainian Canadian Conservative Member of Parliament 
James Bezan had a huddle in Halifax with Minister Klimkin 
too, and said in an interview that Ukraine’s requests for 
further Canadian military support are considerable. 

“They want Operation UNIFIER extended, not just by 
one year but five years,” said Mr. Bezan, who serves as the 
Official Opposition Conservatives’ shadow minister of 
national defense, and added that Ukraine would also like 
the mission to be increased in “size and scope.” 

“Ukraine has been asking Canada to advocate for a 
peacekeeping mission for Ukraine to get control of Donbas, 
and we should champion that request,” he said. 

The opposition Tories have also called for a Canadian-
led U.N. peacekeeping mission in eastern Ukraine.

Mr. Bezan told The Ukrainian Weekly that Ukraine also 
wants weapons.

“Even though Canada is delivering some sniper rifles, 
they are not provided by the government of Canada and 
are being bought by the Ukrainian Armed Forces,” said Mr. 

Canadian Minister of National Defense Harjit Sajjan with 
Ukrainian Minister of Foreign Affiars Pavlo Klimkin.

MARLANT

Remarks at an emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council on Ukraine
 FOR THE RECORD

The following statement was issued by the foreign 
affairs ministers of the G-7 on November 30. (The 
text was disseminated by Global Affairs Canada.)

We, the G-7 foreign ministers of Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United 
Kingdom, the United States of America, and the 
High Representative of the European Union, 
express our utmost concern about Russia’s 
actions against Ukraine in the Kerch Strait and 
surrounding waters, which have dangerously 
raised tensions. There is no justification for 
Russia’s use of military force against Ukrainian 
ships and naval personnel.

We urge restraint, due respect for internation-
al law and the prevention of any further escala-
tion. We call on Russia to release the detained 
crew and vessels and refrain from impeding law-
ful passage through the Kerch Strait.

We, the G-7, once again reiterate that we do 
not, and will never, recognize Russia’s illegal 
annexation of the Crimean peninsula, and we 
reaffirm our unwavering support for Ukraine’s 
sovereignty and territorial integrity.

Below is the text of remarks by Ambassador Nikki Haley, U.S. 
Permanent Representative to the United Nations, delivered on 
November 26 at the emergency meeting of the U.N. Security 
Council regarding developments in Ukraine.

This morning I spoke with President Trump and Secretary 
[of State Mike] Pompeo and my statement reflects the concerns 
at the highest level of the American government. For the past 
four years, the international community has spoken with a 
strong, clear and largely united voice denouncing Russia’s 
aggression against Ukraine.

The United States, the European Union and its member states, 
and many other countries, have imposed sanctions against Russia 
for its unacceptable conduct in Crimea and eastern Ukraine.

Sunday’s outrageous violation of sovereign Ukrainian terri-
tory is part of a pattern of Russian behavior that includes the 
purported annexation of Crimea, and abuses against countless 
Ukrainians in Crimea, as well as stoking conflict that has taken 
the lives of more than 10,000 people in eastern Ukraine, and it 
shows no sign of decreasing.

What we witnessed this weekend is yet another reckless 
Russian escalation. Let’s be clear about what is known.

Ukrainian ships set sail from one Ukrainian port to another 
Ukrainian port. They attempted to do so by the only possible 
way to go, through the Kerch Strait. Both Russia and Ukraine 
use the strait routinely. But this time, Russia decided to prevent 
passage of the Ukrainian ships, rammed them, and then 
opened fire on them.

This is no way for a law-abiding, civilized nation to act. 
Impeding Ukraine’s lawful transit through the Kerch Strait is a 
violation under international law. It is an arrogant act that the 
international community must condemn and will never accept.

In May, the United States condemned Russia’s construction 
and opening of the Kerch Strait bridge between Russia and 
occupied Crimea. In August, the United States condemned 
Russia’s harassment of international shipping in the Sea of 
Azov and the Kerch Strait.

The United States will continue to stand with the people of 
Ukraine against this Russian aggression. It is our expectation 
that our European partners will lead this effort through the 
Normandy Four Format, which we support.

We call on Russia to respect its international obligations and 
not obstruct or harass Ukraine’s transit in the Kerch Strait and 
to de-escalate the tension it has created. As President Trump 
said many times, the United States would welcome a normal 
relationship with Russia. But outlaw actions like this one con-
tinue to make that impossible.

The United States will maintain its Crimea-related sanctions 
against Russia. Further Russian escalation of this kind will only 
make matters worse. It will further undermine Russia’s stand-
ing in the world. It will further sour Russia’s relations with the 
U.S. and many other countries. It will further increase tensions 
with Ukraine.

In the name of international peace and security, Russia must 
immediately cease its unlawful conduct and respect the navi-
gational rights and freedoms of all states.

G-7 foreign ministers’  
statement on recent events  
near Kerch Strait

(Continued on page 15)
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Paul Grod elected president of Ukrainian World Congress

UWC

KYIV – Two hundred forty-eight delegates representing 
26 countries participated in the XI Ukrainian World 
Congress, as well as events marking the 85th anniversary 
of the Holodomor, in Kyiv on November 24-27. 

The quinquennial congress focused on the theme of 
strengthening Ukrainian statehood in the wake of the 
threat posed by the actions of the Russian Federation for 
Ukraine and the entire world.

On November 28, at a press briefing about the just-con-
cluded congress, the newly elected president and board of 
directors, were introduced.

Elected a day earlier were President Paul Grod, First 
Vice-President Stefan Romaniw, Second Vice-President 
Anna Kisil, Third Vice-President Andriy Futey, as well as a 
board of directors and an advisory committee of the UWC.

During his address at the press briefing, Mr. Grod elabo-
rated upon his vision of the role of the diaspora in the life 
of Ukraine and the fundamental priorities of the newly 
elected leadership of the Ukrainian World Congress. His 
main message was the following:

• The global Ukrainian community is one of the most 
powerful diasporas in the world and is capable of further-
ing the issues of importance to Ukraine on the highest lev-
els as a result of well-coordinated activity.

• The diaspora must have strong communities that will 
serve as the moral backbone for Ukraine and fight for the 
sovereignty of the Ukrainian state regardless of the make-
up of the Ukrainian government. 

• The development of strong institutions must become 
one of the priorities of the UWC. The establishment of 
Ukrainian schools, churches, cultural centers, trade and 
professional representations will help to prevent the loss 
of millions of Ukrainians outside Ukraine to assimilation.

• The 60 million Ukrainians throughout the world today 
are closer than ever before. Understanding unity, which is 
not limited by state borders, is the foundation of the mod-
ern Ukrainian identity.

• The UWC condemns the military attack of the Russian 
Federation on Ukrainian ships in the Kerch Strait and 
demands the immediate release of Ukrainian sailors and 
ships, the strengthening of sanctions against the Russian 
Federation, including its removal from the SWIFT interna- tional payments system, and the rescinding of the Russian 

Federation’s invitation to the G-20 Summit in Argentina on 
November 30. The key topics discussed by the delegates to 
the UWC’s congress included: international support for 
Ukraine in the areas of economic development, defense, 
reforms and humanitarian aid; the role of the diaspora in 
furthering the positive image of Ukraine and Ukrainians in 
the world; furthering the consolidation of the global 
Ukrainian community; expanding the UWC network of 
organizations; and strengthening the influence of 
Ukrainian communities in addressing issues of importance 
to Ukraine at the international level. 

The congress program

The program of the XI Ukrainian World Congress began 
on November 24, Holodomor Memorial Day. Delegates along 
with the state leadership of Ukraine participated in the 
International Forum “Ukraine Remembers – The World 
Acknowledges” at the National Cultural-Art Museum 
Complex Mystetskyi Arsenal, and lit candles of remembrance 
at the National Museum Holodomor Victims Memorial. 

The official opening ceremony of the congress and its 
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(Continued on page 23)

International organization’s XI Congress held in Kyiv

The newly elected president of the UWC, Paul Grod.
UWC

Delegates from 26 countries in Kyiv for the XI Ukrainian World Congress.
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pushing back the Ukrainian forces and, say, handing the 
Azov shoreline to the Russian-backed Donbas separatists, 
Moscow solves the alleged Sea of Azov vulnerability prob-
lem while, at the same time, possibly securing a land corri-
dor from Russia to Crimea. The Russian military has 
announced a “division” of S-400 missiles has been urgently 
deployed at Dzhankoy, in northern Crimea – a strategically 
important crossroads, where the main rail and highway 
connecting Crimea with Moscow traverse the salty Sivash 
marshes that form the Western tip of the Sea of Azov. At 
present, opposite Dzhankoy, the Ukrainian border guards 
control the north end of the main bridges to Crimea at 
Chonhar (Interfax, November 29).

The article above is reprinted from Eurasia Daily Monitor 
with permission from its publisher, the Jamestown 
Foundation, www.jamestown.org.

(Continued from page 2)

Russia’s attack...

UWC

KYIV – On November 22, Ukrainian World Congress 
(UWC) President Eugene Czolij, while in Kyiv, presented a 
donation in the amount of $25,000 to National University 
of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy (NaUKMA) from the estate of the 
late Dmytro Shelegon. 

Born in Zastavna in the Bukovyna region of Ukraine, Mr. 
Shelegon immigrated to Canada after World War II, settling 
first in Thunder Bay and then in Oshawa, where he dedi-
cated his life to the prosperity of the Ukrainian community, 
particularly St. John’s Ukrainian Orthodox Church, where 
he and his wife, Julia, were active parishioners. Mrs. 
Shelegon, a Holodomor survivor, was a teacher, author and 
poetess, publishing two books under the pen name Vera 
Vorsklo. The issue of education was close to the hearts of 
the couple, and they shared in their high regard for the 
work of NaUKMA.

The donation, accepted by NaUKMA President Andriy 
Meleshevych, will serve to establish the Kyiv-Mohyla 
Foundation of Canada, and together with the newly estab-
lished foundation, NaUKMA will develop a program related 
to the Ukrainian diaspora. 

The UWC president was accompanied to the presenta-
tion by the director of the UWC Mission to Ukraine, Serhiy 
Kasyanchuk, and the director of the UWC Mission to 
International Organizations in Brussels, Maryna 
Iaroshevych.

“It is an honor for the Ukrainian World Congress to 
present this donation in memory of its late supporters 
Dmytro and Julia Shelegon to the National University of 
Kyiv-Mohyla Academy with which it has a long history of 
cooperation, and we look forward to the development of a 
program related to the Ukrainian diaspora,” stated UWC 
President Czolij.

UCCA

NEW YORK – Several honorees from the United States 
received the Ukrainian World Congress’s highest accolade, 
the St. Volodymyr the Great Medal, during the UWC con-
gress held in Kyiv in late November. 

Recognized for their long-time contributions to the 
Ukrainian American community and Ukraine were Rep. 
Sander Levin (D-Mich.), co-chair of the Congressional 
Ukraine Caucus, and Dr. Larissa Kyj, president of the United 
Ukrainian American Relief Committee.

Rep. Levin and Dr. Kyj were honored during the 
November 25 opening ceremony of the XI Congress of the 
UWC in the presence of the primates of Ukrainian Churches; 
the president, first vice prime minister, deputy prime minis-
ters, foreign affairs minister and numerous members of the 
Parliament of Ukraine; and over 300 UWC delegates and 
guests representing 26 countries.

“The UCCA is proud that Dr. Kyj was recognized by this 
international body for her many years of tireless work and 
leadership of the United Ukrainian American Relief 
Committee – and their millions of dollars of humanitarian 
aid to help our brethren in Ukraine and throughout the 
world,” stated UCCA President Andriy Futey. 

“We are also delighted that Congressman Levin was 
acknowledged for his long-time work on Holodomor and 
his keen understanding and close working relationship 
with the Ukrainian American community,” Mr. Futey said.

The St. Volodymyr the Great Medal was introduced in 
1988 to acknowledge individuals for their special contribu-
tions to the development of Ukrainian life in the diaspora 
and/or in Ukraine.

Other U.S. recipients of UWC’s highest honor this year 
included Ambassador Paula Dobriansky, Ambassador 
Roman Popadiuk and Sen. John McCain (posthumously).

KYIV – On November 21, the outgoing president of the 
Ukrainian World Congress (UWC), Eugene Czolij, spoke at 
an event dedicated to the opening of the Chair of History of 
the Ukrainian World Community at the Taras Shevchenko 
National University of Kyiv.

He congratulated Dean Volodymyr Serhiychuk on imple-
menting this important initiative and expressed readiness 
on behalf of the UWC to contribute to the development of 
this newly established chair.

Speaking of his expectations regarding research priorities, 
Mr. Czolij expressed hope that the Chair of History of the 
Ukrainian World Community will focus on how the global 
Ukrainian community contributes to the representation of 
the interests of the Ukrainian people; how it preserves 
Ukrainian religious, linguistic, spiritual, historical, cultural 

and social heritage; how it engages in the protection of the 
independence, territorial integrity, national identity and eco-
nomic development of Ukraine; how ties are forged between 
the Ukrainian diaspora and Ukraine; and the mechanisms for 
protecting the rights of Ukrainians abroad.

The UWC president also presented the work of the UWC 
in recent years in defending the territorial integrity and sov-
ereignty of Ukraine; promoting its European and Euro-
Atlantic integration; securing the granting of a Tomos of 
Autocephaly to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church; seeking 
Patriarchal Status for the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church; 
and furthering recognition of the Holodomor as a genocide 
of the Ukrainian people. Mr. Czolij said he hoped these 
issues would be properly elaborated and conceptualized in 
the work of this newly established chair.

KYIV – On November 27, U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovitch hosted the U.S. delegates to the XI 
Congress of the Ukrainian World Congress, in Kyiv.  The reception, held at the ambassador’s residence, afforded 
UCCA and other U.S. delegates an opportunity to discuss a variety of issues, including the current Russian attacks 
on Ukraine’s naval vessels, and ways to explore opportunities to support anti-corruption and humanitarian efforts.

UCCA delegates to UWC congress 
meet with Ambassador Yovanovitch

UWC presents donation 
to Kyiv-Mohyla Academy 
for Ukrainian diaspora program

UWC’s St. Volodymyr Medal presented to U.S. honorees

UWC president speaks at history chair’s opening

UCCA

Ukrainian World Congress President Eugene Czolij 
(left) presents a donation from the estate of Dmytro 
Shelegon to National University of Kyiv-Mohyla 

Academy President Andriy Meleshevych.

UWC

Ukrainian World Congress President Eugene Czolij and First Vice-President Jaroszlava Hartyanyi present St. 
Volodymyr Great Medals to Rep. Sander Levin and Dr. Larissa Kyj.

Tamara Olexy
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We write these words as funeral services continue for the 41st president of the 
United States, George Herbert Walker Bush. There have been days of touching tributes 
to a man who was a patriot and public servant to the core, a man who was a decorated 
naval pilot during World War II, who served as a congressman, ambassador to the 
United Nations and to China, director of the CIA and vice-president. Many have com-
mented that he was perhaps the most qualified U.S. president ever elected.

Ukrainian Americans will remember George H.W. Bush as someone who reached 
out to our community on numerous occasions. In 1974, when he headed the 
Republican National Committee, he spoke during a luncheon at the Ukrainian National 
Association’s 28th Convention. In 1982, at the UNA’s 30th Convention, he delivered a 
major foreign policy address on U.S.-Soviet relations. Mentioning by name Yuriy 
Shukhevych, Ivan Svitlychny, Mykola and Raisa Rudenko, and Petro Grigorenko as 
examples of human rights activists persecuted by the Soviets, he said “Ukrainians have 
been singled out for especially harsh treatment by the Soviet government. The esti-
mates are that up to half of all Soviet political prisoners may be Ukrainians. The 
repression has worsened in recent years. …” He assured his listeners that “you have 
not been forgotten” – “We are a nation of immigrants, descended from those who 
sought a better world. ...Their spirit lives on. Their dreams live on. The quest for free-
dom lives on.” And he ended his speech with the words “Shche ne vmerla Ukraina.” 

To be sure, many of our readers will also remember President Bush’s 1991 visit to 
Ukraine, when he cautioned against “suicidal nationalism” in a speech to the 
Verkhovna Rada. Delivered on August 1, just three weeks before the Rada proclaimed 
Ukraine’s independence, and a day after President Bush met with Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev in Moscow, the address was dubbed by opinion writer William 
Safire as the “Chicken Kiev” speech. Reaction from our community in the U.S. was 
strongly negative. In Ukraine, opinions were more nuanced, with many pointing out 
the positive aspects: the U.S. president had put Ukraine on the map, the president had 
said Ukraine was free to decide its own future, and he made it clear that the U.S. sup-
ported Ukraine’s struggle for democracy. (We encourage readers to re-read the histor-
ic speech in order to appreciate its complete message to Ukraine and its people.) 

When Verkhovna Rada Chairman Leonid Kravchuk visited the United States that 
September, he was greeted warmly by President Bush. Mr. Kravchuk told the presi-
dent that the U.S. must accept the independence of the republics because a central 
government in the Soviet Union no longer existed. On November 27, just four days 
before Ukraine’s historic referendum on independence, President Bush met with 
Ukrainian American community leaders and assured them the U.S. would recognize 
Ukraine’s independence after the December 1 referendum. On Christmas Day 1991, 
the U.S. recognized the independence of Ukraine; on January 23, 1992, official diplo-
matic relations were established.

In 2004, “Bush 41” visited Kyiv and addressed students of Kyiv State University. 
He referred to his 1991 speech, stating that he had always supported those “who 
pushed the frontiers of freedom” and pointing out that his words were widely misin-
terpreted. “I encouraged them not to do something stupid. My speech here – if you 
look at it, if you read it – I said to restrain from doing anything that would cause 
them to react when things were going the right way,” he said. President Bush 
explained that, indeed, because the Ukrainian leadership of the time acted carefully 
and with restraint, Ukraine moved smoothly towards sovereignty and independence 
without what could have been a bloody encounter with Moscow. “Your leaders acted 
in the national interest and not in self-interest,” he underscored.

He also encouraged the Kyiv students to pursue public service, volunteerism and 
charitable work. Mr. Bush alluded to the “thousand points of light program” he had 
espoused during his presidency in 1988-1992 and told the Ukrainian students that 
volunteerism offers rewards far richer than financial benefit. Mr. Bush’s life reflected 
that conviction. Indeed, when President Barack Obama awarded Mr. Bush the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2011, he said of the honoree: “His life is a testa-
ment that public service is a noble calling.”

As we remember the well-lived life of George H.W. Bush, we extend our condo-
lences, and we pray that he may rest in peace and that God may grant us that “kind-
er, gentler” nation envisioned by our 41st president.

The Ukrainian Weekly

Four years ago, on December 13, 2014, the Ukraine Freedom 
Support Act of 2014 was approved by both chambers of 
Congress. The Senate unanimously passed the bill (S. 2828) on 
December 13, and a similar bill (H.R. 5859) was passed on 
December 11 by the House of Representatives.

The bill became law on December 18, 2014, when it was signed 
by President Barack Obama, who said his administration would continue to work closely 
with allies and partners in Europe and beyond to respond to developments in Ukraine and 
would continue to review and calibrate U.S. sanctions in response to Russia’s actions.

Mr. Obama called on Russia to end its occupation and attempted annexation of Crimea, 
cease its support to militants in eastern Ukraine and implement its obligations under the 
Minsk agreements.

Even in the months following the Revolution of Dignity, passage of the Ukraine 
Freedom Support Act was no easy feat. Advocacy efforts coordinated by the Ukrainian 
Congress Committee of America (UCCA) and the Ukrainian National Information Service 
(UNIS), and its Ukrainian Days events, were instrumental in mobilizing the Ukrainian 
American community to meet with their respective elected officials. These events were 
promoted and detailed in The Ukrainian Weekly.

In the House, Jim Gerlach (R-Pa.) introduced the bill, which was co-sponsored by Marcy 
Kaptur (D-Ohio). It was reviewed by the Foreign Affairs, Financial Services, Oversight and 

Dec.
13
2014

Turning the pages back...

Below is a statement released by the 
Ukrainian American Bar Association 
(UABA) condemning the  Russ ian 
Federation’s most recent acts of aggression 
and urging the president to take necessary 
action for Russia to comply with its treaty 
obligations. The statement was released on 
December 2.

T h e  U k ra i n i a n  A m e r i c a n  B a r 
Association (UABA) and its members 
throughout the United States strongly con-
demn the outrageous and continuing vio-
lations by Russia of international law and 
its own treaty obligations. The actions of 
Russia’s FSB (and not the Russian Navy) in 
intentionally ramming a Ukrainian vessel; 
shooting upon other Ukrainian vessels 
and taking members of Ukraine’s Navy as 
captive prisoners; and blockading free 
passage through the Strait of Kerch cannot 
go unaddressed by the United States, its 
allies and those who respect the rule of 
law. We also note that photos of the FSB 
personnel committing the acts of piracy 
show them all wearing masks, in keeping 
with their task.

Russia’s intentional and unjustified 
actions, together with its on-going war in 
the Donbas and occupation of Crimea vio-
late all of the following international agree-
ments and treaties to which Russia is or 
has been a party:

• The United Nations Charter (the USSR 
was a charter member since 1945 and 
Russia is the self-chosen successor to the 
USSR).

• The Helsinki Accords (effectively 
signed by Russia in 1975 as the self-chosen 
successor to the USSR; it enumerated 10 
points including fulfillment in good faith of 
obligations under international law).

• The United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (effectively signed by Russia 
in 1982 as the self-chosen successor to the 
USSR).

• The Budapest Memorandum on 
Security Assurances, signed by Russia, 
Ukraine, the United States and the United 
Kingdom in 1995 (Russia signed the mem-
orandum in return for Ukraine voluntarily 
giving up its nuclear arsenal; the agree-
ment provides assurances against threats 
or use of force against the territorial integ-
rity or political independence of Ukraine).

• The Partition Treaty on the Status and 
Conditions of the Black Sea Fleet (one of 
three treaties signed in 1997 between 
Russia and Ukraine on the parameters on 
the division of the Black Sea Fleet and con-
ditions of the presence of the Russian Fleet 
on the territory of Ukraine).

• In the Partition Treaties, Russia was 
allocated 81.7 percent of the Black Sea 
Fleet and Ukraine 18.3 percent, with 
Russia maintaining the right to use the 
port of Sevastopol in Ukraine for 20 years 
until 2017, under a lease arrangement. The 
treaty allowed Russia to maintain up to 
25,000 troops, 24 artillery systems, 132 
armored vehicles and 22 military planes 
on the Crimean peninsula. Russia was also 
bound to “respect the sovereignty of 
Ukraine, honor its legislation and preclude 
interference in the internal affairs of 
Ukraine…”

• The Treaty of Azov entered into 
between Russia and Ukraine, in December 
2003, whereby Russia agreed to treat the 
Sea of Azov and the Straight of Kerch as 
shared internal waters. The Treaty of Azov 
was signed on behalf of Russia by Vladimir 

Putin himself.
• The Kharkiv Pact, entered into 

between Russia and Ukraine, extended the 
1997 Partition Treaty lease agreement 
until 2042, with possible extension for an 
additional five-year term; it was signed by 
Russian President Dimitry Medvedev and 
ratified by the Parliaments of both coun-
tries on April 27, 2010.

• On March 28, 2014, following Russia’s 
annexation of Crimea, Vladimir Putin sub-
mitted legislation to the State Duma termi-
nating various treaties with Ukraine, 
including the Partition Treaty and Kharkiv 
Pact, which was unanimously approved by 
433 members of the Duma on March 31, 
2014.

• The Minsk Protocol and Minsk II 
Protocol between Russia and Ukraine 
(dealing with a halt in Russia’s aggression 
in the Donbas region of Ukraine) can, of 
course, be added to this list of ongoing vio-
lations by Russia and its surrogates in 
Donbas.

The time has come for the United States 
and its allies around the world to finally 
say, “Enough is enough,” and take all of the 
following measures:

1. As a first step, ban Russia’s use of the 
SWIFT banking system to access funds tied 
to the BRICS Contingent Reserve 
Arrangement. Russia should be put on 
notice that continuing occupation of 
Crimea by Russia and continued conduct of 
war in Donbas or future acts of aggression 
in the Sea of Azov will lead to a permanent 
ban on Russia’s use of the SWIFT banking 
system.

2. The imposition of heightened sanc-
tions against individuals, business and 
financial entities, and banks working for or 
under the supervision of Russia’s FSB (the 
“illicit operators”). The heightened sanc-
tions should include an immediate ban on 
the use of the SWIFT banking system by 
these illicit operators. These sanctions are 
especially appropriate given the history of 
the FSB’s activities in London, Kyiv and 
other places.

3. The United States should inform 
Russia that, if requested by Ukraine, the 
United States Navy and NATO vessels will 
escort and otherwise secure the right of 
Ukrainian vessels to travel and have “safe 
passage” in international waters; the Sea of 
Azov; and to pass freely and unhindered 
through the Strait of Kerch.

4. Increased military aid and support to 
Ukraine’s army, air and naval forces. 
Specifically, the FY 2018 National Defense 
Authorization Act, signed into law on 
December 12, 2017; and authorizing U.S. 
naval security assistance to Ukraine for the 
first time.

5. Develop a strategic approach amongst 
the United States, NATO and other allies for 
dealing with Russia in order to assure that 
the rule of law, as embodied in internation-
al treaties, laws and principles is not 
allowed to be destroyed by dictatorial 
power in this, the 21st century.

The United States and our allies must 
recognize that Russia’s target is not only 
Ukraine and its developing democracy but 
Vladimir Putin’s total disdain for interna-
tional law, treaties and civilized conduct by 
democratic nations everywhere – which 
will not stop with Ukraine. As history 
should teach us, the failure to take strong 
action against Russia now will only 
increase the likelihood of further confron-
tation in the future.

Ukrainian American Bar Association
condemns latest Russian aggression

(Continued on page 13)

George H.W. Bush, patriot, public servant

 FOR THE RECORD
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UNIS

In the days after Congress has returned to 
Washington following the Thanksgiving 
recess, many friends of Ukraine have issued 
statements in support of Ukraine following 
Russia’s blatant attack on naval vessels in 
the Kerch Strait. Below is a compilation of 
statements from senators and representa-
tives. 

Senate Ukraine Caucus

Members of the Senate Ukraine Caucus, 
November 27:

Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio): I join the 
international community in condemning 
this unprovoked and unwarranted Russian 
aggression against the Ukrainian Navy in 
the Sea of Azov. Ukraine has the right to use 
this international waterway and Russia 
must immediately release the captured 
Ukrainian ships and sailors. This unwar-
ranted, unprovoked aggression by Russia is 
in violation of international law. In addition 
to fueling the war in eastern Ukraine and 
refusing to cease its illegal occupation of 
Crimea, Russia has harassed hundreds of 
international commercial vessels in the Sea 
of Azov and the Kerch Strait over the past 
several months. This most recent incident 
in the Sea of Azov highlights the urgent 
need to bolster Ukraine’s naval capabilities 
and demonstrates why Congress autho-
rized increased naval assistance to Ukraine, 
such as the recent transfer of the two 
excess Island-class cutters from the United 
States Coast Guard to the Ukrainian mili-
tary. I and my colleagues stand with the 
rest of Senate in solidarity with Ukraine.

Sen. Richard Durbin (D-Ill.): Through 
cyberattacks, propaganda, military intimi-
dation, and outright invasion, Russia con-
tinues to attack Ukrainian sovereignty and 
international standards. By escalating the 
tension in the region, Russia’s campaign of 
aggression in Eastern Europe blazes on. 
Such blatantly hostile acts must be univer-
sally condemned. The United States stands 
arm in arm with our friends in Ukraine.

Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.): The 
Kremlin’s latest attack against Ukraine is 
not simply another assault by the Kremlin 
on Ukraine’s sovereignty. With this inci-
dent, Putin is sending another unmistak-
able message to the international commu-
nity of its intent to reshape international 
norms by force and fundamentally alter the 
security and stability that has maintained 
our global order. It should come as no sur-
prise that those who poison their own citi-
zens on foreign soil are willing to escalate 
the conflict they started in Ukraine. I urge 
the transatlantic community to come 
together again to defend Ukraine with new, 
more biting measures against the Kremlin. 
I continue to be proud of the Ukrainian 
people who have never lost their dignity 
and motivation to succeed, despite these 
repeated attacks. I urge all Ukrainian law-
makers to avoid straying from this path, 
particularly during this difficult period.

Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio): Russia’s 
attack on Ukrainian ships this weekend is 
unacceptable, and this aggression cannot 
stand unchecked. I join my colleagues in 
supporting Ukraine’s efforts to defend itself 
against these attacks and stand up to 
Russian aggression. I was proud to help 
broker the bipartisan deal to impose tough 
sanctions on Russia and will continue 
working with members of this committee 

and Congress to hold Russia accountable.
Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.): Russia 

must swiftly release all Ukrainian crew-
members and vessels, cease the disruption 
of Ukrainian and international shipping, 
and allow unhindered access through the 
Kerch Strait and in the Sea of Azov. I contin-
ue to support the sovereignty and territori-
al integrity of Ukraine and its right to free-
dom of navigation.

Sen. Joni Ernst (R-Iowa): This is the lat-
est example of Russia attempting to 
improperly exert influence and control 
over Ukraine and the Crimean Peninsula. 
The actions taken by Russia over the week-
end were dangerous, and once again show 
that Russia has little regard for the rights of 
its neighbors. The United States and the 
rest of the international community must 
make it clear to Russia that it will not toler-
ate unjustified aggressive actions like this.”

Sen. Pat Toomey (R-Pa.): Vladimir 
Putin is a lawless autocrat who has no 
respect for the rights of his own people, let 
alone international laws and standards. 
The overt aggression against Ukraine in the 
Sea of Azov is the latest in a long series of 
attacks that have violated the sovereignty 
of Ukraine. I stand ready to work with my 
colleagues and the president to assist our 
Ukrainian allies and punish Russian aggres-
sion.

Sen. Gary Peters (D-Mich.): Russia’s 
repeated disregard for Ukraine’s sovereign-
ty has undermined Eastern European secu-
rity, and this unprovoked attack in the Sea 
of Azov only serves as further evidence that 
President Putin seeks to destabilize 
Ukraine and sow uncertainty. Now more 
than ever, the United States must assert its 
leadership on the global stage and hold 
Russia accountable for its dangerous 
actions. This incident must not go unan-
swered, and I proudly stand with our 
Ukrainian allies in their fight against 
Russian aggression.

Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.): Russia’s 
most recent attack on Ukrainian ships in 
the Kerch Strait is another example of Putin 
blatantly violating Ukraine’s sovereignty. 
This unprovoked aggression violates inter-
national law, and Russia must immediately 
release all Ukrainian crewmembers and 
vessels, and restore access to the Kerch 
Strait and the Sea of Azov. This incident is 
part of a continued pattern of Russian 
aggression, and the world is watching to 
see how the United States reacts.

 
Sen. Cory Gardner 
Sen. Cory Gardner (R-Colo.), member of 

the Senate Ukraine Caucus, November 26:
Russia’s illegal and unprovoked aggres-

sion toward Ukraine cannot be tolerated 
and demands a serious response by the 
United States and a community of nations. I 
urge the administration to urgently outline 
a series of diplomatic, economic and 
defense posture measures to deter the 
Kremlin, such as additional deployments of 
U.S. and NATO assets in the European the-
ater, sanctions against senior Russian offi-
cials and their families, and deep cuts to 
Russian diplomatic presence in the United 
States. I also renew my call on the State 
Department to designate Russia a state 
sponsor of terrorism under U.S. law. Putin’s 
global campaign to test our resolve and 
undermine the United States and our allies 
cannot go unanswered.

Russia’s dangerous escalation 
in the Kerch Strait

One Easter in the early 1990s, I was 
taken to the village of Sholomiya, near 
Lviv. In a cramped house I encountered an 
elderly lady sitting by the television set. 
“It’s disgusting what they show on TV 
these days,” she complained. “Why, they 
even show people kissing!” If only you 
knew, I thought… 

What we condescendingly call “tradi-
tional morality” is not the only difference 
between the village and the city. Whether 
in Ukraine or elsewhere, villagers live in a 
world of their own. Growing up on the 
fringes of our diaspora, I didn’t conscious-
ly meet any “peasants” until I was an adult. 
Their speech and manners were different. 
Most older Ukrainians I met were either 
from Lviv or, more commonly, from small 
towns, perhaps having studied in a city. 
Demographers can verify my hunch that 
this background was typical of the post-
war emigration. 

It is thus no wonder that we have only 
an imperfect understanding of village cul-
ture. For example, I grew up with the naïve 
notion that “folk music” was something 
like the lyrical compositions of Lysenko, 
Barvinsky, or Liudkevych. In the 1950s, 
the USSR’s Moiseyev ensemble popular-
ized orchestrated and choreographed rep-
resentations of the cultures of the various 
Soviet nationalities. The film “Shadows of 
Forgotten Ancestors,” a Soviet recording of 
“authentic” Ukrainian folk music and the 
album “Ukrainian American Fiddle and 
Dance Music” gave me a more unvar-
nished sense of Ukrainian village culture. I 
found it more interesting than the cultivat-
ed version, tailored to middle-class tastes, 
that I had heard in my childhood. Today, 
countless Ukrainian folk groups, and a few 
American ones like the California-based 
Kitka vocal women’s ensemble, strive to 
capture the strange and sometimes jarring 
flavor of Ukrainian village music. 

It is a commonplace that the country-
side preserves religion better than the 
town or city. It is probably no coincidence 
that with the demise of the Greek-Catholic 
priestly caste in the early 20th century 
(partly through the imposition of celibacy 
in the 1920s), more of our clergy and epis-
copate have originated in the village. 
Among the first peasant bishops was the 
martyred Hryhorii  Khomyshyn of 
Stanyslaviv, who endured the intelligen-
t s i a’ s  m o c ke r y  o f  “ H r y t s ’  f ro m 
Hadynkivtsi.” 

The countryside is, in fact, a repository 
of a rich spiritual culture, now in danger of 
extinction. Near the church in Sholomiya, I 
witnessed an Easter ritual that, I was told, 
was unique to that village. Bearing ban-
ners and crosses, the men marched in 
square formation, stopping abruptly every 
few steps as they chanted the verses of 
Easter matins. Afterwards these collective 
farmers, wrinkled and grizzled, wearing 
faded, greasy caps, sat on a fence and 
smoked acrid Soviet cigarettes.

Last summer, a villager in a Mercedes 
minivan with a rosary, tryzub and icon 
dangling from the mirror, and a red-and-
black flag of the Organization of Ukrainian 
Nationalists (OUN) glued to the visor, 
drove us to his church in the Sokal district 

for a memorial service. Built around 1762, 
the church had been officially Russian 
Orthodox from 1945 to 1990. It is thickly 
decorated, with stained glass windows in 
the transept, oil paintings in the nave and 
little colored electric lightbulbs every-
where, with white ones illuminating an 
icon and forming one of the halos. 
Embroidered cloths line the arches and 
frame the icons. Outside, Latin crosses 
commemorate two former pastors: Father 
Vasylii Chernetsky (1836-1900) and 
Father Teofil Chaikivsky (1880-1945). 
During the war of liberation, Father 
Chaikivsky served as a chaplain in the 
Ukrainian Galician Army, and was briefly 
imprisoned by the Poles. He was the vil-
lage pastor from 1931 to 1945, when he 
was arrested and exiled to Kazakhstan, 
where he died that same year (Other 
sources give the dates of his birth and 
death as 1883 and 1947). Across the road 
stands a memorial statue of Ivan Klymiv-
Lehenda (1909-1942), an OUN leader 
born in this village who was killed by the 
Gestapo. Nearby are two monuments to 
victims of the Soviet and Nazi occupations.

After the service and graveside prayers 
in the broad, windswept, treeless ceme-
tery, we rode to a drab roadside café-res-
taurant for the memorial repast. Before 
entering, I was invited to wash my hands 
in a plastic tub of disinfectant. Family and 
friends of the deceased, including some 
stone-faced drinking buddies, gathered 
around a long table. After a thoughtfully 
composed prayer by a leading parishioner, 
we confronted the kaleidoscope of vegeta-
ble salads, bread, horilka, wine, meat, rolls, 
and potatoes, followed by sour cherry 
torte and tea. The guests eyed this 
Westerner with curiosity: did I understand 
their language?

Afterwards, I visited a house built in the 
1950s (its predecessor had burned down 
after being hit by a German artillery shell). 
There was gas for heat and electricity for 
lighting, but water was drawn from a well, 
and you had to use the outhouse (or a 
bucket for the night). Paintings of the 
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary adorned 
the living room and bedroom. I heard local 
stories: the men dead, or drunk, or gone 
abroad to work; couples divorced; chil-
dren away in town or the big city. In this 
coal-producing region developed by the 
Soviets in the 1950s, miners retired early, 
with privileges to compensate for silicosis. 
The surrounding land had been de-collec-
tivized and re-distributed after 1991, but I 
was told that people didn’t want to farm 
anymore. 

Recalling this landscape of barren 
fields, abandoned mineshafts and ruined 
lives, one can see the futility – indeed, the 
absurdity – of trying to transplant Western 
notions here, whether of entrepreneurial 
initiative, grass-roots activism, revitalizing 
communities, or restoring an authentic 
religious culture. The Ukrainian village is 
clinging to life. Extreme unction might be 
premature, but emergency life support 
would be timely.

Town and country

Andrew Sorokowski can be reached at 
andrewsorokowski@gmail.com.

 CONGRESSIONAL STATEMENTS

(Continued on page 18)
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Kyiv loudly protested Russia’s latest 
escalation and belligerent military expan-
sion. In turn, Moscow accused Ukraine’s 
Naval Forces of a “provocation” that led to 
the attack. 

Following the Russian naval attack, 
President Petro Poroshenko repeatedly 
urged more Russian sanctions and an 
increased presence of NATO ships in the 
Black Sea, where the Kremlin has increased 
its naval activity after conquering Crimea. 
Perhaps, that’s why Russia partially 
unblocked shipping on December 4, Mr. 
Omelyan announced. Still, there was a 
backlog of 170 ships waiting to pass 
through the narrow Kerch Strait, the 
Border Guard Service of Ukraine reported. 

The 29-nation member defensive bloc 
said it was “enhancing” its presence in the 
region, NATO Secretary General Jens 
Stoltenberg said in Brussels a day earlier. 

“Last year, we enhanced the presence of 
NATO ships in the Black Sea from 80 to 120 
days,” he said. “We have an air police mis-
sion in the region, and we have a multina-
tional brigade in Romania.”

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s ulti-
mate goal, according to Ukraine’s leaders, 
including President Petro Poroshenko, is to 
launch an amphibious attack in the area to 
create a land bridge between occupied 
Donetsk and Crimea. 

Russia now poses the biggest military 
threat to Ukraine since 2014, when it first 
invaded the country, Ukraine’s Armed 
Forces Commander Viktor Muzhenko told 
the Reuters news agency on December 4. 

Mr. Poroshenko said this week that the 
country is surrounded by a military force 
that is ready for invasion. More than 80,000 
Russian soldiers are at Ukraine’s borders, 
including the annexed Crimean peninsula 
and in the occupied parts of Donetsk and 
Luhansk oblasts. 

Moreover, more than 80 Russian mili-
tary ships and eight submarines are in the 
Black, Azov and Aegean seas, he added. 
Russia also has permanent airfield and 
other military installations near Ukraine’s 
border and has amassed 250 tanks as close 
as 18 kilometers from the border, accord-
ing to Mr. Muzhenko.

“Directly, we assess that the threat of 
further escalatory actions to be undertaken 
by military means of the Russian Federation 
is highly credible,” said Deputy Defense 
Minister and Lt.-Gen. Anatoliy Petrenko in 
Mariupol on December 2. “That’s why we 
created the Joint Forces Operation to reflect 
on that fact… and understand the develop-
ing military mind of the Russian Federation, 
which is concentrated in very specific oper-
ational directions of Ukraine.”

More specifically, the threat of further 
Russian invasion is “between 70 to 80 per-
cent, especially during the upcoming holi-
day season,” said Ihor Koziy, a military 
expert at the Institute for Euro-Atlantic 
Cooperation. “For three to five days, 

nobody in the world would care about 
what is going on.”

He also said the Russian president is 
waiting for justification to pull the trigger. 
“Putin is still not ready for a very open tra-
ditional method because there is no psy-
chological readiness for it inside the 
Russian army, but it is still on the table,” Mr. 
Koziy said. 

In response, Russian presidential 
spokesperson Dmitry Peskov rejected talk 
of the perceived military threat as “ground-
less” and “absurd”. 

Providing analysis, John Lough of the 
British-based think tank Chatham House 
wrote that last week, “Russia’s actions… 
were designed to underline its influence 
over Ukraine and show that the West is 
powerless to respond. Moscow knows 
NATO will not deploy naval forces close to 
the Kerch strait since such a move would 

increase tensions rather than reduce them.” 
Combat-age males from Russia between 

the ages of 16 are banned from entering 
Ukraine now that Kyiv has imposed martial 
law in 10 regions that border Russia, coast-
al areas and breakaway Transnistria region 
of Moldova. More than 730 Russian citizens 
were denied entry into the country as of 
December 5, according to the Border Guard 
Service. 

Mr. Poroshenko justified the imposition 
of martial law on November 28 as designed 
not to repeat the scenario of 2014 when 
the military was caught flat-footed with 
only one brigade, or 6,000 soldiers, in com-
plete combat readiness and able to execute 
orders when Russia invaded. 

Mr. Putin has refused direct contact with 
his Ukrainian counterpart since the naval 
attack that has resulted in three Ukrainian 
ships being impounded and 24 captured 
servicemen taken to Moscow to face trial 
for “trespassing on Russian territory.”

The Kremlin leader, according to the 
Russian news wire TASS, said he didn’t 
“want to partake in his [Poroshenko’s presi-
dential] election campaign,” referring to the 
Ukrainian president’s perceived attempt to 
improve his re-election chances. “He mas-
terfully creates crises and provocative situ-
ations whose fault he places on Russia,” Mr. 
Putin alleged.

Ukraine has also begun preparing for a 
possible invasion by putting the military on 
full alert and increasing security at strate-
gic infrastructure sites. Large-scale military 
and reservist training began on December 
3. They are expected to end before the new 
year.

To longtime Ukraine observers, Russia’s 
latest rapacious actions, including the Azov 
Sea blockade, are a component of Moscow’s 

hybrid warfare toolbox. Its key features are 
stealth, covert actions along many fronts, 
and slow-motion strangulation. Such an 
approach limits Ukraine’s choices for coun-
teraction and often leads to choices that 
don’t offer good outcomes.

“Russia’s hybrid hostilities have extend-
ed far beyond the country’s thinly veiled 
military intervention in eastern Ukraine, 
with Moscow also making use of targeted 
assassinations, cyberattacks, trade embar-
goes, and disinformation campaigns to 
keep Ukraine permanently destabilized and 
to prevent the country’s final escape from 
the Kremlin’s sphere of influence,” wrote 
British citizen and Kyiv resident Peter 
Dickinson for the journal Foreign Affairs on 
December 5. 

The “one constant” in all this is Russia’s 
desire to disguise involvement and have 
“plausible deniability,” he wrote. 

Thus, Ukraine is taking no chances and 
still wants more Western action beyond 
statements of “concern” and “condemna-
tion.” Later this month, the European Union 
is scheduled to rollover existing sanctions 
on Russia, but no country has indicated it 
will enact stiffer sanctions or broaden them 
after the naval attack. 

As Ukraine braces for a full-scale inva-
sion, one which Russia has rehearsed in 
numerous military drills over the past five 
years, Infrastructure Minister Omelyan 
made a historical reference. 

Remarking on the precarious balance 
between drawing investment for economic 
growth and staving off enemies, he said: 
“The Kozaks, even when they were in the 
fields to cultivate the land during harvest 
time, would carry their sabers on their 
belts in case of any sudden attacks by bar-
barians.”

(Continued from page 1)

Russia chokes...

Harbor cranes at the Berdyansk seaport stand mostly idle on December 2. 

The Ukrainian naval command ship Donbas docked in the state-run Mariupol sea-
port on December 2.

Ships in the Azov Sea port of Berdyansk on December 2.

Mark Raczkiewycz

Deputy Defense Minister for European 
Integration Lt. Gen. Anatoliy Petrenko 
gets ready to board a gunboat with jour-
nalists on December 2 in the state-run 

Mariupol seaport. 

Infrastructure Minister Volodymyr 
Omelyan speaks to journalists in the sea-
port city of Berdyansk on December 2. 
General Electric wind turbine blades are 

seen stacked in the background. 
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by Vira Bodnaruk

VENICE, Fla. – The Holodomor Comme-
mor ative Concert held in Venice, Fla., on 
November 17 was an artistic tribute to the 
millions who perished in the Holodomor-
Genocide of 1932-1933 in Ukraine on the 
85th anniversary of this tragedy.

The concert took place in the beautiful, 
spacious sanctuary of Venice Presbyterian 
Church, which can accommodate over 700 
people and has great acoustics and visuals. 
The large cross in the center of the raised 
platform was draped with an embroidered 
ritual cloth (rushnyk) and lighted with 
Ukrainian blue and yellow national colors. 
Over 420 guests came to hear the perfor-
mance of renowned Ukrainian artists and 
the Women’s Bandura Ensemble of North 
America.

Roman Czajkowsky, chair of the Florida 
chapter of the U.S. Committee for Ukrainian 
Holodomor-Genocide Awareness, wel-
comed the audience and talked briefly 
about the great tragedy of the Ukrainian 
people – the man-made famine perpetrated 
by Joseph Stalin’s regime to eradicate 
Ukraine’s national identity and its people’s 
aspirations for freedom and nationhood. 

Michael Sawkiw Jr., president of the U.S. 
Committee for Ukrainian Holodomor-
Genocide Awareness, read greetings from 
Ambassador of Ukraine to the U.S. Valeriy 
Chaly.

The Women’s Bandura Ensemble of 
North America, under the direction of 
Oksana Rodak, opened the concert with the 
prayer “ “Beneath Thy Mercy” by Dmytro 

Bortniansky, followed by the song “The 
Wondering Orphan,” “The Echo of the 
Steppes” by Hryhory Kytasty and “To My 
Son,” set to lyrics by Vasyl Symonenko. The 
music of bandura combined with the beau-
tiful voices of the young women of the 
ensemble enchanted the audience.

Violinist Solomiya Ivakhiv, known world-
wide for her work as soloist and chamber 
musician, impeccably performed Johann 
Sebastian Bach’s “Chaconne” from Partita 
No. 2 in D minor and works by Ukrainian 
composers, Myroslav Skoryk’s “Melody” 
and Ivan Karabyts’s “Muzyka.” The latter 
composition is often performed at funerals 
in Ukraine.

by Oksana Piaseckyj

MIAMI – The Holodomor Committee in Miami 
has been commemorating the 85th anniversary of 
the Great Famine with various events to bring this 
tragedy to the awareness of the general public. 

On November 1, a lecture by Michael Sawkiw Jr. 
to students at Miami Dade College and Skype con-
nections with Profs. Myroslava Antonovych in Kyiv 
and Myroslav Marynovych in Lviv started the month 
of activities. 

On November 18, the Women’s Bandura 
Ensemble of North America, led by Oksana Rodak 
and Oksana Zelinska, performed a beautiful concert 
at the Koubek Center, under the auspices of Miami 
Dade College, Ukrainian National Women’s League 

of America Branch 17 and the South Florida Chapter 
of U.S. Committee for Ukrainian Holodomor-
Genocide Awareness. The women’s angelic voices 
blending with the magical bandura strings captivat-
ed the audience, which responded with rousing 
applause. For many, this was their first exposure to 
the national Ukrainian instrument.

The ensemble was joined at the concert by a spe-
cial appearance of the Ukrainian Dancers of Miami, 
under the direction of Donna Maksymowich-
Waskiewicz who made a special appearance with the 
haunting dance “Holodomor – A Mother’s Lament.” 
This tragic enactment of two mothers losing their 
children to starvation was exceptionally moving. 

On November 24, the official day of commemora-
tion of the Holodomor throughout the world was 

 REMEMBERING THE HOLODOMOR

Performers of the Holodomor Commemorative Concert.
Chrystyna Czajkowsky

Holodomor Commemorative Concert held in Venice, Florida

Miami community holds series of events to mark Holodomor’s 85th anniversary

Ukrainians and friends in Bayfront Park against the backdrop of 
the Miami Tower, which was lit up in blue and yellow. 

Karyn Wilk

The Women’s Bandura Ensemble of North America with the Ukrainian Dancers of Miami.
Oksana Piaseckyj

marked with the special lighting of the Miami Tower in blue and yellow 
lights. Ukrainians and friends gathered at Bayfront Park in downtown 
Miami with candles and Ukrainian flags, singing appropriate songs and 
informing spectators that, although millions of Ukrainians perished in 
the Great Famine, Ukraine is very much alive.

Baritone Oleh Chmyr is flanked by Roman Czajkowsky (left) and Michael Sawkiw Jr. (Continued on page 19)
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by Luba Poniatyszyn Keske

LOS ANGELES – On a warm and sunny Sunday after-
noon, November 11, the Ukrainian American community of 
Greater Los Angeles came together at the Ukrainian 
Famine-Genocide Memorial located in Grand Park, down-
town Los Angeles, to commemorate the 85th anniversary of 
the Holodomor orchestrated by Joseph Stalin. The genocide 
of 1932-1933, which caused the painful death by forced 
starvation of up to 10 million men, women and children, 
was one of the most horrific crimes of the 20th century. 

The master of ceremonies, Luba Poniatyszyn Keske, 
welcomed the community and asked everyone to stand for 
the presentation of colors by Plast Ukrainian Scouting 
Organization, followed by the singing of the American and 
Ukrainian national anthems by Asya Gorska. After flowers 
were placed at the memorial by Plast members, Elizabeth 

 REMEMBERING THE HOLODOMOR

Holodomor services held in Kansas

Luciuk speaks about Holodomor and what we need to remember

OVERLAND PARK, Kansas – On Saturday, November 24, Father Tim Sawchak solemn-
ly officiated at a panakhyda (requiem service) in English and Church Slavonic attended 
by members of the Ukrainian Club, the Ukrainian diaspora and friends gathered at Holy 
Trinity Church in Overland Park, Kansas, in acknowledgement of the 85th anniver-
sary of the Holodomor that starved to death over 4 million innocent men, women and  

children in 1932-1933. Vera Glywa (photo on the left) read a letter to the gathered from 
the Ukraine’s consul general in Chicago, Larysa Gerasko, who reminded us not to live in 
denial and work towards the eradication of genocides of all peoples. She also stated that 
the loss of millions of lives in the Holodomor-Genocide must not be in vain and it is our 
obligation to lead in the pursuit of peace, justice and freedom.      – Vera Glywa

Michael Glywa

by Roma Hadzewycz

WHIPPANY, N.J. – Lubomyr Luciuk, pro-
fessor of political geography at the Royal 
Military College of Canada in Kingston, 
Ontario, addressed a special event orga-
nized by Ukrainian National Women’s 
League of America Branch 75 on November 
9. His topic was “The Holodomor: What We 
Need to Remember (And Do About It)” – 
essentially, he said, a preview of the talk he 
was scheduled to deliver later that month in 
Kyiv at an international conference dedicat-
ed to the 85th anniversary of the Famine-
Genocide of 1932-1933.

The professor challenged his audience at 
the Ukrainian American Cultural Center of 
New Jersey to really think about how we 
remember the genocide of our nation and 
what we are doing to increase worldwide 
awareness about it. He asked: Is having a 
national day of memory and mourning in 
Ukraine enough? 

Furthermore, he asked: “Why do we con-
tinue to claim international recognition” of 
the Holodomor as genocide, “where there is 
not such thing?” Yes, he said, there are 
proclamations by local authorities, 
acknowledgements by state and provincial 
legislatures, or even federal/national bod-
ies, but these “do not constitute interna-
tional recognition.” He reminded the group 
of listeners that “Nothing of the sort has 

taken place at the United Nations – undeni-
ably a consequence of the behind-the-
scenes meddling of the Russian Federation.” 

Prof. Luciuk acknowledged that Canada 
has recognized the Holodomor as genocide, 
but the United States, the United Kingdom, 
France, Germany, Italy, Israel and others 
have not. And the reason for such non-rec-
ognition, he explained, is that many 
Western governments were in fact complic-
it in covering up the Holodomor. They 

knew people in Ukraine were starving but 
did nothing for fear of jeopardizing rela-
tions with the Soviet government.

Prof. Luciuk also discussed what 
Ukrainians should be doing to commemo-
rate the Holodomor. His answer: “expose 
the deniers” (for example, Walter Duranty); 
“honor the righteous” (among them Gareth 
Jones and Raphael Lemkin, who have been 
honored with memorial plaques, respec-
tively, at the University of Wales in 

Aberystwyth and at the Ukrainian Institute 
of America in New York; Malcolm 
Muggeridge and Rhea Clyman); and “hal-
low the memory of the dead” (Why have 
there been no exhumations of mass graves 
and reinterment of the victims in conse-
crated ground? Why has the Ukrainian gov-
ernment not installed multilingual plaques 
at all known mass burial sites of 
Holodomor victims? Why aren’t diplomatic 
delegations that arrive in Kyiv brought first 
to the Holodomor Memorial?).

He underscored that a most important 
tool that should be used by Ukrainians 
worldwide is education. To that end, a ban-
ner commissioned by the Ukrainian 
Canadian Civil Liberties Association and pre-
pared by Prof. Luciuk (see The Ukrainian 
Weekly, September 9) was made available 
earlier this year to communities and organi-
zations in order to provide basic information 
about the nature and consequences of the 
Holodomor in an easily understood and 
accessible manner. The banner, which is 3 
feet wide and six feet tall, also includes a 
map of famine losses in Ukraine and quota-
tions from key eyewitnesses to this genocide. 

Following his presentation, Prof. Luciuk 
answered a number of questions from the 
audience, which that evening was provided 
with much food for thought about how the 
Ukrainian community is promoting knowl-
edge about the Holodomor worldwide.

Members of the Ukrainian National Women’s League of America with guest speaker 
Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk.

Holodomor Committee members with guests (from left) George Yemetz, Mary Billey, Luba Poniatyszyn Keske, Michael 
Sawkiw Jr., Elizabeth Yemetz, Roman Yemetz, Dr. Borys Buniak, Lida Buniak, Michele Budilo and Paul Budilo.

Myron Krywulych

Elizabeth Zaharkiv

(Continued on page 18)

Solemn ceremony in Los Angeles recalls genocidal Famine
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Government Reform, and Judiciary com-
mittees. 

In the Senate, Bob Menendez (D-N.J.) 
sponsored the bill with 14 co-sponsors: Bob 
Corker (R-Tenn.), Benjamin Cardin (D-Md.), 
Edward Markey (D-Mass.), Rob Portman 
(R-Ohio), Daniel Coats (R-Ind.), Mark Steven 
Kirk (R-Ill.), Kelly Ayotte (R-N.H.), Carl Levin 
(D-Mich.), Ted Cruz (R-Texas), Pat Toomey 
(R-Pa.), Richard Durbin (D-Ill.), Richard 
Blumenthal (D-Conn.), Sherrod Brown 
(D-Ohio), and Jeff Merkley (D-Ore.).

The law directed the president to impose 
three or more specified sanctions against 
Russian defense company Rosoboronexport 
and sanctions against persons that knowing-
ly make significant investment in a special 
Russian crude oil project, as well as Russian 
state-owned gas monopoly Gazprom. 

The sanctions against individuals and 
companies targeted the import-export sec-
tor, arms and dual-use item exports, U.S. 
property transactions, banking transactions, 
investment in or purchasing equity or debt 
instruments, and U.S. entry prohibition or 
visa revocation.

Since fiscal year 2015, advocacy efforts 
for a military component of assistance to 
Ukraine (both lethal and nonlethal) have 
been promoted through the House and 
Senate Armed Services Committees with a 
focus on the National Defense Authorization 
Act (NDAA), which is reviewed and renewed 
annually. For 2015, the NDAA proposed 
$140 million in economic assistance for 
Ukraine; $47 million for Foreign Military 
Financing; and as much as $50s million to 
combat Russian aggression in the region. 

The FY 2018 NDAA authorized $350 mil-
lion in security assistance, including weap-
ons and equipment, training and technical 
assistance, as well as continuing care and 
rehabilitation services for Ukraine’s recov-
ering soldiers, and education and training 
for its health-care specialists. It was the first 
time that assistance was provided to bolster 
Ukraine’s naval capabilities. The administra-
tion originally proposed $150 million in 
assistance. 

The FY 2019 NDAA, signed by President 
Donald Trump on August 13 authorized $250 
million in security assistance to Ukraine.

Source: “Congress passes Ukraine 
Freedom Support Act; Obama signs bill, but 
says no, for now, to new sanctions,” 
Ukrainian National Information Service, The 
Ukrainian Weekly, December 21, 2014.

(Continued from page 6)

Turning...
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killed more than 10,300 people in eastern 
Ukraine since April 2014. Kyiv and its inter-
national backers, including the European 
Union and the United States, have 
denounced the November 11 polls in the 
areas held by the separatists in the Donetsk 
and neighboring Luhansk regions as a 
sham. (Rikard Jozwiak of RFE/RL)

Russia ‘partially’ unblocks Azov ports 

Kyiv says Russia has “partially” 
unblocked Ukrainian ports on the Sea of 
Azov, allowing Ukrainian ships to pass 
through the Kerch Strait for the first time 
since November 25, when Russian forces 
seized three Ukrainian Navy vessels and 
detained 24 crewmen. “Berdyansk and 
Mariupol are partially unlocked,” 
Infrastructure Minister Volodymyr 
Omelyan said on December 4, as NATO reit-
erated its call on Russia to allow “unhin-
dered access” to Ukrainian ports in the Sea 
of Azov. “Vessels make their way to the 
entrance and exit through the Kerch Strait 
toward Ukrainian ports.” The minister said 

that ships navigating through the Kerch 
Strait to and from Ukrainian ports “are 
stopped and inspected by Russia as before, 
but the traffic has been partially restored.” 
Ukraine’s Agriculture Ministry later said 
that the country had resumed grain ship-
ments from the Sea of Azov. The naval con-
frontation between Russia and Ukraine 
topped the agenda of a NATO foreign minis-
ters’ meeting with their Ukrainian counter-
part, Pavlo Klimkin, in Brussels. At their 
Brussels meeting, the foreign ministers 
“restated NATO’s solidarity with Ukraine,” 
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg 
said. “We recognize Ukraine’s aspirations to 
join the alliance, and progress has already 
been made on reforms. But challenges 
remain, so we encourage Ukraine to contin-
ue on this path of reform. This is crucial for 
prosperity and peace in Ukraine.” (RFE/RL, 
with reporting by Reuters, AP and AFP)

NATO chief demands ships’, sailors’ release

The head of NATO has demanded that 
Russia release Ukrainian sailors and naval 
vessels it seized in a confrontation at sea, 
while Russian President Vladimir Putin’s 
spokesman says concerns that Moscow 
could seek to create a “land corridor” link-

ing Russia to Crimea are “absurd.” NATO 
Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg and 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov spoke 
on December 3 as Russia continued to hold 
the 24 Ukrainian seamen in Moscow jails 
on border-violation charges Kyiv rejects. 
“Russia recently seized Ukrainian ships and 
sailors near the Kerch Strait. There is no 
justification for this use of force. We call for 
calm and restraint. Russia must release the 
Ukrainian sailors and ships,” Mr. 
Stoltenberg said on the eve of a two-day 
meeting of NATO foreign ministers who 
will address that issue, among others. 
Russia, he said, “must also allow freedom of 
navigation and unhindered access to 
Ukrainian ports in the Sea of Azov. 
Ukrainian vessels – military as well as civil-
ian – have the right to navigate through the 
Kerch Strait and the Sea of Azov.” Russia 
has been holding the sailors – crewmen 
from three Ukrainian naval craft – since the 
confrontation on November 25 in which 
Russian Coast Guard ships rammed a 
Ukrainian Navy tugboat and fired on the 
boats before special forces boarded them. 
Mr. Peskov dismissed concerns that Russia 
could seek to gain access by land to Crimea 
by seizing or helping the separatists to 
seize territory on the Azov shore from 
Mariupol to the isthmus further west that 
links the Ukrainian mainland to Crimea. 
“It’s an absolutely absurd claim. It is anoth-
er attempt to generate tension. Regretfully, 
attempts like this will most likely continue 
as we approach” the Ukrainian presidential 
election scheduled for March 31, he said. 
Mr. Peskov claimed that “Russia has never 
invaded anything or created any corridors 
anywhere.” (RFE/RL, with reporting by 
Rikard Jozwiak in Brussels, TASS and 
Interfax)

Putin and Trump speak briefly 

Russian President Vladimir Putin said 
that he and U.S. President Donald Trump 
briefly discussed the recent naval confron-
tation in the Black Sea between Ukrainian 
and Russian naval ships. Mr. Putin gave few 
details of the conversation, which hap-
pened December 1 on the sidelines of the 
Group of 20 summit in Argentina. “We 
spoke in passing. I replied to his questions 
about the incident in the Black Sea,” Mr. 
Putin was quoted as saying. “He has his 
position, I have mine,” Mr. Putin said, add-
ing that neither had changed as a result of 
the exchange. The White House confirmed 
that Presidents Trump and Putin spoke 
during a dinner with world leaders at the 
G-20 summit. “As is typical at multilateral 
events, President Trump and the first lady 
had a number of informal conversations 
with world leaders at the dinner last night, 
including President Putin,” White House 
press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders 
said in a December 1 statement. On the eve 
of the summit, Mr. Trump announced that 
he would not hold a formal one-on-one 
meeting with Putin, citing the previous 
week’s clash in the Kerch Strait, in which 
Russia detained three Ukrainian ships and 
24 sailors. Speaking to reporters, Mr. Putin 
lamented the lack of a formal meeting. “It is 
unfortunate that we can’t hold a full-format 
meeting,” he was quoted as saying. “I think 
it is very much needed, in connection with 
issues of strategic stability, especially after 
[Trump] announced that the United States 
plans to withdraw from the Intermediate-
Range Nuclear Forces Treaty.” Mr. Trump 
announced last month that he was with-
drawing the United States from the 
31-year-old treaty, which eliminated an 
entire class of missiles and is considered a 
cornerstone of strategic stability between 
Moscow and Washington. Meanwhile, 
Kremlin aide Yuri Ushakov told reporters 
on December 2 that he hoped it would be 
possible for the two leaders to meet prop-

erly before too long. “Of course, a new 
meeting is possible,” Mr. Ushakov said. 
“Now we need to again have talks about 
preparing such a meeting.” When asked 
where that meeting might happen, Mr. 
Ushakov cited a G-20 summit in Osaka, 
Japan, in June next year as one option. “But 
it seems to me that it’s very important for 
us and for them to find a way of meeting 
before then,” he said. (RFE/RL, with report-
ing by TASS and AFP)

G-7: Russia’s seizure of ships ‘unjustified’

The Group of Seven (G-7) leading indus-
trialized countries have called Russia’s sei-
zure of three Ukrainian vessels unjustified 
and demanded the release of the 24 cap-
tured Ukrainian sailors, saying the standoff 
had “dangerously raised tensions.” In a 
November 30 statement, the foreign minis-
ters of Britain, Canada, France, Germany, 
Italy, Japan and the United States, as well as 
the EU’s high representative, called on 
Russia “to release the detained crew and 
vessels and refrain from impeding lawful 
passage through the Kerch Strait.” The 
statement underscored: “There is no justifi-
cation for Russia’s use of military force 
against Ukrainian ships and naval person-
nel.” The G-7 urged “restraint, due respect 
for international law, and the prevention of 
any further escalation.” The group reiterat-
ed that it “does not, and will never, recog-
nize Russia’s illegal annexation of the 
Crimean Peninsula” while reaffirming its 
“unwavering support for Ukraine’s sover-
eignty and territorial integrity.” Ukraine 
imposed martial law in 10 regions that 
mostly border Russia or the Sea of Azov 
after the recent sea confrontation. The 
decision marked the first time Kyiv has 
taken such a step since Russia seized 
Crimea in March 2014. Western leaders 
have criticized Russia and called for the 
release of the Ukrainian servicemen. (RFE/
RL, based on reporting by Reuters and 
AFP)

Russia rejects $1.3 B arbitration ruling

Russia says it will not accept an interna-
tional arbitration ruling obliging Moscow 
to pay Ukraine’s biggest state-run bank 
$1.3 billion in compensation for loss of 
business and assets in Crimea following 
Moscow’s annexation of the peninsula in 
2014. The Russian Justice Ministry said in a 
statement that the arbitration court’s 
November 26 decision was invalid because 
“the arbitration panel does not have juris-
diction to consider the lawsuit of Ukraine’s 
Oshchadbank against the Russian 
Federation.” The ministry said: “The Justice 
Ministry of Russia will take all necessary 
measures to ensure the representation and 
protection of the Russian Federation’s 
interests over this arbitration ruling.” 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov on 
November 27 declined to comment on the 
matter, saying he did not have any informa-
tion about it. Oshchadbank said on 
November 26 that the court ruled in the 
bank’s favor, and the bank will now take “all 
possible measures” to get the money back 
from Russia. The law firm Quinn Emanuel 
Urquhart & Sullivan, which represented 
Oshchadbank in the case, said the decision 
to award the sum had been made unani-
mously by three members of the 
Permanent  Court  of  Arbitration. 
Oshchadbank official Andriy Pyshnyy 
encouraged other Ukrainian companies to 
seek international arbitration “to restore 
justice” over property seized in Crimea. 
(RFE/RL, based on reporting by RBK, 
Interfax, Reuters, and AP)

Most new European HIV cases in Ukraine, Russia

Almost 160,000 people were newly 
diagnosed with HIV in Europe last year, 
with three-quarters of the new cases aris-
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ing in Ukraine and Russia, two European 
health agencies said on November 28. 
While the number of new cases was lower 
than in recent years in the 53 countries 
comprising the European region, in many 
instances the diagnosis came too late and 
the victim had already reached an 
advanced stage of infection, according to 
the European Center for Disease 
Prevention and Control and the World 
Health Organization’s European office. 
Their report estimated that one in five peo-
ple with HIV in Europe were unaware of 
their status, with late detection increasing 
the risk of “ill health, death, and onward 
HIV transmission.” In Ukraine, Russia and 
other countries in Eastern Europe, the high 
proportion of new cases was mainly attrib-
uted to transmission through heterosexual 
sex and intravenous drug use, the report 
said. The overall trend suggested the 
European region would not achieve the 
United Nations target of eliminating HIV/

AIDS by 2030. The 53 countries in WHO’s 
European region have a combined popula-
tion of nearly 900 million. Around 508 mil-
lion of those live in the 28 member states of 
the European Union plus Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, and Norway. In total, more 
than 2 million people are affected by HIV in 
Europe, the report said. Some 37 million 
people worldwide are infected with HIV. 
Vytenis Andriukaitis, European commis-
sioner for health and food safety, said that, 
to make further progress, health officials 
will have to “overcome the stigma of HIV 
infection and treatment and continue our 
efforts in dispelling false beliefs about how 
HIV and AIDS are spread.” Since the start of 
the AIDS epidemic in the 1980s, more than 
77 million people worldwide have become 
infected with HIV and almost half of them 
died of AIDS. (RFE/RL, based on reporting 
by DPA and Reuters)

SBU blames cyberattack attempt on Russia

The Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) 
said it has thwarted a massive cyberattack 
and blamed Russia for the attempted attack 
that targeted the country’s court system. 

The SBU said in its December 4 statement 
that hackers used falsified accounting doc-
uments to target computers of the coun-
try’s judiciary system. The SBU said the 
alleged hacking was “massive” but provid-
ed no detail about the extent, timing, or 
severity of the hacks. Ukraine has been hit 
regularly by major cyberattacks and hack-
ing attempts since 2014 when Russia 
annexed Crimea and Russian-backed mili-
tants launched a war in eastern regions 
that has killed more than 10,000 people. In 
December 2015, the country’s electrical 
grid was targeted with coordinated cyber-
attacks that caused major disruptions in 
power supplies. The SBU blamed Russia. 
However, U.S. government agencies, who 
later pinpointed the intrusions, stopped 
short of blaming Moscow. Private research-
ers, however, blamed a Russian hacking 
group that is believed to have links to 
Russian security agencies. (RFE/RL)

Klyuyev’s bid to suspend EU sanctions denied

The president of the European Union’s 
General Court has dismissed Andriy 
Klyuyev’s attempt to have the bloc’s sanc-
tions against him suspended. Mr. Klyuyev 
was the head of the administration of for-
mer  Ukrainian  President  Viktor 
Yanukovych. His assets in the EU were fro-
zen in 2014 after the collapse of the gov-
ernment amid pro-Western street protests. 

The EU at the time argued that Messrs. 
Klyuyev and Yanukovych, as well as others 
close to the regime, “were responsible for 
the misappropriation of Ukrainian state 
funds or for abuse of office, causing a loss 
to Ukrainian public funds.” The sanctions 
have been prolonged every year since 
then. But in June, the European court 
annulled the sanctions against Mr. Klyuyev 
from March 2017 to March 2018, arguing 
that “EU member states had failed to dis-
pel doubts that existed as to the reliability 
of the information provided by the 
Ukrainian authorities concerning the pro-
ceedings brought against Mr. Klyuyev.” Mr. 
Klyuyev remained under sanctions after 
the court’s decision, however, as the 
European Council had extended the 
restrictive measures by one year, before 
the court ruled. In light of its prior deci-
sion, Mr. Klyuyev had asked the court to 
suspend the sanctions against him, arguing 
that the EU once again had failed to dispel 
doubts about the reliability of the informa-
tion provided by Ukrainian authorities 
when it established its sanctions list. The 
court’s president in denying Mr. Klyuyev’s 
request said he failed to establish that the 
need to suspend the sanctions was urgent. 
He dismissed his motion, but said the 
court at a later date will look into whether 
the current measures against him are law-
ful. (RFE/RL)
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On Friday, November 30, 2018, at the age of 67

MELANIE KUDELA
(née Czajkowskyj)

peacefully entered into eternal rest.

Parastas and viewing took place on Friday, December 7, 2018, at Hagan-
Chamberlain Funeral Home in Bound Brook, NJ, from 7 to 9 p.m.  

Funeral services took place on Saturday, December 8, 2018, at 
St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Church in South Bound Brook, NJ, 
at 10 a.m., followed by burial at St. Andrew Cemetery, South Bound Brook, 
NJ.

Melanie leaves behind her beloved family:
- husband, Roman
- son, Damien Kudela
- son, Gabriel Kudela 
- as well as the Ihnat, Tershakovec, Bouadana, and Vanderheyden 
  families and extended family in the United States, Canada and 
  Ukraine.

Eternal Memory!
In lieu of � owers, the family requests that donations in memory of 

Melanie be made to:  St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, https://www.
stjude.org

Bezan, who represents the federal riding of 
Selkirk-Interlake-Eastman (Manitoba) in 
the House of Commons.

T h i s  s u m m e r,  P G W  D e f e n s e 
Technologies Inc., an arms company based 
in Manitoba’s capital city, Winnipeg, signed 
a deal with the Ukrainian military to pro-
vide it with LRT-3 .50-calibre sniper rifles. 
Global Affairs Canada, which is headed by 
Minister Freeland, approved the deal, 
worth $1 million (about $756 million U.S.), 
in August, according to Mr. Bezan’s office.

“The firearms come equipped with sup-
pressors to reduce sound and muzzle flash, 
and are designed to reach a target up to 
two kilometres [1.2 miles] away,” CBC 
Radio reported after the deal was revealed.

PGW made the news in February 2016 
when it sold the same weapons to Saudi 
Arabia and which ended up in the hands of 
Houthi rebels following a battle with Saudi 
forces. 

Last December, Canada added Ukraine 
to the Automatic Firearms Country Control 
List that will enable Canadian companies 
and individuals to apply for a permit to 
export certain restricted firearms, weapons 
and devices to Ukraine.

“But it still comes down to the govern-
ment of Canada hasn’t made any donations 
of weapons to Ukraine,” said Mr. Bezan.

In May, his party said that, if it led 
Canada’s government, it would provide 
Ukraine with lethal weapons originally 
allocated to Kurdish Peshmerga fighters 
against the Islamic State in northern Iraq, 
and claimed, in a news release, that $9.5 
million (about $7.2 million U.S.) worth of 
arms “have been sitting in warehouses in 
Canada and Jordan.”

The arsenal includes anti-tank missiles, 
mortar systems, rocket-propelled gre-
nades, sniper rifles, machine guns and 
hand guns, according to Mr. Bezan, who 
said that Canada should send those arms to 
Ukraine. “It would be a nice gesture and it 
would send a strong message to Russia.” 

Defense equipment from the U.S.

Last May, Ukraine tested Javelin anti-
tank missiles from the U.S., which 
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko said 
on Twitter would be “used in the event of 
Russian offensive on the positions of 
Ukrainian troops” in eastern Ukraine.

In March, the U.S. State Department gave 
the go-ahead for the sale of 210 missiles 

and 37 launchers to Ukraine, at an estimat-
ed cost of $47 million.

While attending this year’s Halifax 
International Security Forum, Mr. Klimkin 
reportedly told reporters that Ukraine and 
the U.S. “are in discussions about other 
pieces of defense equipment,” according to 
the U.S. website, DefenseNews.com.

Mr. Bezan said the Canadian government 
should also re-equip Ukraine with radar 
systems to detect mortar and land-based 
missile attacks. 

The opposition Tories have called on 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s Liberal 
government to restore the sharing of satel-
lite images with Ukraine’s military that the 
Conservatives, under former Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper, began in 2015 
and which the Liberals later cancelled after 
forming government that year. 

Mr. Bezan said that “other than adding 
Ukraine to the Automatic Firearms Country 
Control List, there hasn’t been anything 
new” regarding Canadian military assis-
tance toward Ukraine since Operation 
UNIFIER was launched in 2015.

“That’s the only new piece in what the 
Liberals have done versus what we did as a 
Conservative government,” he said, noting 
that the House of Commons Standing 
Committee on National Defense, for which 
he serves as vice-chair, expects to receive 
an update from the Canadian Defense 
Department on the future of the military 
mission to Ukraine in the new year.

“[The Conservatives] have made 
demands for more support for Ukraine and 
we’ll continue to do that,” said Mr. Bezan, 
who also called for further Canadian sanc-
tions against Russia. 

“We believe, as the government-in-wait-
ing, that Ukraine continues to need our 
support, and that Canada is one of the 
strongest allies that Ukraine has. We have 
to continue to stand by it, shoulder to 
shoulder, and that means helping Ukraine 
in every way possible to end Russia’s proxy 
war in Donbas and its illegal occupation of 
Crimea.”

However, Mr. Sajjan said that during his 
recent chat with Mr. Klimkin, Ukraine’s for-
eign affairs minister praised Canada for its 
NATO contribution from which Ukraine 
benefits. 

“He said that Canada is protecting 
NATO’s eastern flank – from our troops in 
Latvia and Ukraine, to our air-policing in 
Romania and to our frigate in the Black 
Sea,” said Minister Sajjan.

“It was interesting how he characterized 
that. I hadn’t seen it that way.”

(Continued from page 3)
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COLEBROOK, Conn. – On a sunny Sunday, November 18,  
surrounded by the beautiful Berkshire fall foliage, 
Bobriwka shareholders held their annual meeting at Camp 
Bobriwka  in Colebrook, Conn. 

At this meeting, new officers were elected for the 2018-
2020  term and had a ceremonial groundbreaking for the 
members’ most ambitious project to date – the 
1,500-square-foot expansion of the mess hall.  

The addition, which is needed to accommodate two of 
Bobriwka’s growing Ukrainian groups – a music workshop 
called Bandura at Bobriwka Reunion and the Orlando 
Pagan School of Ukrainian Dance Workshop – will contain 
an expanded seating area and a raised stage. 

“This project will be Bobriwka’s largest capital improve-
ment, since our forefathers purchased the land in the early 
1950s,” said Andy Kebalo, Bobriwka shareholders’ presi-
dent. “It will not only benefit our yearly returning clientele, 
but will make our facility more attractive for other func-
tions, such as weddings.” Mr. Kebalo added, “Bobriwka, 
which was at one time on the brink of bankruptcy has 
rebounded and its best days are yet to come.”

After the ground-breaking ceremony, members were 
invited to a  pot-luck dinner.  More information about 
Bobriwka, its rentals and mess hall expansion can be found 
by visting www.bobriwka.com.

Soccer
• Ukraine has drawn Group B, with 

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Portugal and 
Serbia, as part of the 2020 European Soccer 
Championships. The draw was made in 
Dublin, Ireland, on December 2. The quali-
fying rounds begin on March 21 and end in 
November. The 10 group winners and run-
ners-up automatically qualify for the final 
stage of the tournament. The final four 
spots will be won by a play-off round 
among the 16 UEFA Nations League group 
winners.

• Oleksandriya bumped Dynamo Kyiv to 
third place in the Ukrainian Premier 
League after Dynamo lost 1-2 against 
O l e k s a n d r iya  o n  N ove m b e r  2 5 . 
Oleksandriya has been on a winning streak 
in the UPL with five wins and two draws, 
and hold second place in the standings 
with 33 points to Dynamo’s 32. Shakhtar 
Donetsk holds the top spot with 41 points.

• Shakhtar Donetsk, in Group F of the 
UEFA Champions League group stage, won 
3-2 against 1899 Hoffenheim on November 
27, lost 0-6 against Manchester City on 
November 7, lost 0-3 against Manchester 
City on October 23, tied 2-2 with Lyon on 
October 2 and tied 2-2 with Hoffenheim on 
September 19. Oleksandr Zinchenko, who 
plays for Ukraine’s national team, plays for 
Manchester City, as does ex-Shakhtar play-
er Fernandinho. Shakhtar, in third place in 
the group with five points, plays against 
Lyon on December 12.

• Ukraine tied 1-1 with Italy on October 
10 at Stadio Communale Luigi Ferraris as 
part of an international friendly match. The 
Italian side’s opening goal in the 55th min-
ute was hard won after a scoreless first 
half. Ukraine kept the pressure on after it 

equalized in the 62nd minute. On 
November 20, Ukraine tied 0-0 with Turkey 
in an international friendly in Antalya, 
Turkey.

• In the UEFA Europa League, Vorskla 
Poltava, in third place in Group E with four 
points, lost 0-3 against Arsenal (England) 
on November 29, lost 0-1 against Qarabag 
(Azerbaijan) on November 8, won 1-0 
against Qarabag on October 25, lost 1-2 
against Sporting CP (Portugal) on October 
4, lost 2-4 against Arsenal on September 
20. Poltava plays against Sporting on 
December 13. Vorskla had its November 29 
match moved from Poltava to Kyiv after 
martial law was declared in 10 oblasts, fol-
lowing the Russian attack on Ukrainian 
naval vessels. UEFA, following its emergen-
cy committee meeting, said it would moni-
tor and evaluate the situation in Ukraine in 
the coming days before making any deci-
sion on the possible transfer of other 
matches. Dynamo Kyiv, in first place in 
Group K with 11 points, won 1-0 against 
Astana (Kazakhstan) on November 29, won 
3-1 against Rennes (France) on November 
8, won 2-1 against Rennes on October 25, 
tied 2-2 with Jablonec (Czech Republic) on 
October 4, and tied 2-2 with Astana on 
September 20. Dynamo plays against 
Jablonec on December 13. The top two 
teams in each group advance to the knock-
out stage. 

• Dynamo Kyiv tied 0-0 with Ajax (the 
Netherlands) on August 28 in Kyiv during 
its second-leg match of the UEFA 
Champions League after losing 1-3 on 
August 22 in Amsterdam in the first-leg 
match. Dynamo has been relegated to the 
UEFA Europa League. Zorya Luhansk was 
eliminated after its 2-3 aggregate loss 
against RB Leipzig. Zorya tied 0-0 with RB 

Leipzig on August 23 in Zaporizhia, and 
Zorya lost 2-3 in the second-leg playoff 
match on August 30 in Leipzig. 

• Ukraine, in League B, Group 1 of the 
UEFA Nations League, won 1-0 against the 
Czech Republic on October 16 and won 2-1 
on September 6, and won 1-0 against 
Slovakia on September 9. Ukraine, as the 
top team in the group, earned a promotion 
to League A. Ukraine lost 1-4 against 
Slovakia on November 16. Slovakia was rel-
egated to League C.

• Ukraine’s women’s team won 2-0 
against Hungary on September 4 as part of 
the UEFA qualifier group stage for the FIFA 
Women’s World Cup 2019. Ukraine lost 0-3 
against Sweden on August 30 in 
Gothenburg, Sweden, and after eight 
matches played, finished in third place in 
Group 4 qualifiers for the 2019 FIFA wom-
en’s World Cup. Ukraine did not advance. 

• Ukraine’s women’s club WFC 
Zhytlobud-1 Kharkiv is in first place of 
Group 6 of the UEFA Champions League, 
with nine points (3-0-0, with 16 goals for 
and three against) after three matches 
played. Kharkiv won 8-0 against Birkirkara 
(Malta) on August 7, won 5-2 on August 10 
against Cardiff Met Ladies (Wales), and 
won 3-1 on August 13 against Olimpia Cluj 
(Romania). In the knockout stage, Kharkiv 
lost 1-6 against Linkoping (Sweden) on 
September 12 in the first leg and 0-4 on 
September 26 in the second-leg match. 

• Ukraine’s men’s U-21 team finished in 
third place in Group 4 of the UEFA U-21 
Championship. After 10 matches played, 
Ukraine had five wins, two losses and three 
draws, with 18 goals for and 12 against. 
Ukraine lost 0-3 against the Netherlands on 
October 16, won 3-1 against Scotland on 
October 12, won 1-0 against Andorra on 

September 11, and won 3-2 against Latvia 
on September 7. 

• Ukraine’s men’s U-19 team, in Group 8 
of the UEFA U-19 Championships, won 1-0 
against Albania on October 10, lost 1-2 
against Norway on October 13 and won 4-1 
against Slovakia on October 16. Ukraine 
topped Group 8 with six points and 
advanced to the Elite Round.

• Ukraine’s men’s U-17 team, in Group 2 
of the UEFA Under-17 Championships 
qualifiers, lost 0-2 against Iceland on 
October 10, won 11-0 against Gibraltar on 
October 13, lost 0-4 against Denmark on 
October 15 and won 3-2 against Bosnia and 
Herzegovina on October 16. Ukraine tops 
Group 2, with seven points and a 12-goal 
differential (16 for, four against), and 
advanced to the Elite Round.

• Ukraine’s women’s under-19 team, in 
second place in Group 8 in the UEFA 
Women’s U-19 Championship, won 4-0 
against the Faroe Islands on October 2, won 
2-0 against Lithuania (group host) on 
October 5 and lost 0-3 against Ireland on 
October 8. The top two teams in each group 
advance to the Elite round, while third-
place finishers, if among the two best third-
place teams, advance to the Elite round.

• Ukraine’s women’s U-17 team, in the 
Group 1 of the UEFA Women’s U-17 
Championship qualifiers, lost 0-2 against the 
Czech Republic on October 18, lost 0-4 
against Denmark and won 4-1 against the 
Faroe Islands on October 21. Ukraine finished 
in third place in Group 1 with three points.

• Lviv Oblast (group host), finished in 
second place in Group 6 of the UEFA 
Regions’ Cup, lost 0-1 on October 8 against 
Castile and Leon (Spain), won 1-0 on 
October 5 against KaaPo (Finland), and 

Members of Bobriwka attend a groundbreaking ceremony with two special guest “Beavers.”

Bobriwka breaks ground for expansion of mess hall

(Continued on page 21)
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and George Yemetz read the names of the 
Holodomor survivors and victims who had 
resided in the Los Angeles area. Two survi-
vors, Lesia Melnyk and Mykola Kucherenko, 
were present at the solemn commemora-
tion.

Candles were lit by the audience as the 
ecumenical “litiya” prayer service for the 
Holodomor victims commenced in front of 
the memorial. Concelebrating were the Rev. 
Ihor Koshyk, pastor of the Nativity of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary Ukrainian Catholic 
Church; the Rev. Vasyl Sauciur, pastor of St. 
Volodymyr Ukrainian Orthodox Church; the 
Rev. Vasyl Shtelen, pastor of St. Andrew 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church; and the Rev. 
Yurij Shakh of the Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church of the U.S.A. Combined choirs from 
the three parishes sang the responses.

The first keynote speaker was Michael 
Sawkiw Jr., chairman of the U.S. Committee 
for Ukrainian Holodomor-Genocide 
Awareness and vice-president of the 
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America. 

Under Mr. Sawkiw’s leadership, the nation-
al Holodomor Committee has worked tire-
lessly to bring official recognition of the 
Holodomor by the U.S. Congress and nearly 
half of America’s state legislatures. Mr. 
Sawkiw presented an overview of the 

Holodomor and in particular he spoke 
about Raphael Lemkin, a lawyer of Polish-
Jewish descent who coined the word “geno-
cide” in 1944 and is considered the “father 
of the Genocide Convention.”

The second speaker was Dr. Borys 
Buniak, chief of gastroenterology at St. 

Joseph’s Hospital in Syracuse, N.Y., and past 
president of the Ukrainian Medical 
Association of North America. He is the 
writer and director of the UMANA project 
“When We Starve” for the U.S. Committee 
for Ukrainian Holodomor-Genocide 
Awareness. Dr. Buniak delivered a substan-
tive and vivid picture of the slow and pain-
ful dehumanizing effects of the Holodomor 
on its victims.

George Wyhinny, Ukrainian American 
actor and producer, gave a stirring and emo-
tional reading in English and Ukrainian of 
the poem “A Memorial for Those Who Died 
of Hunger,” written by Dmytro Pavlychko. 
His presentation touched the depth of 
everyone’s soul, leaving few dry eyes.

As the commemoration was coming to 
an end, Paul Budilo, president of the 
Holodomor Committee of Southern 
California, thanked the Ukrainian American 
community for its support, and all partici-
pants, the Holodomor Committee and the 
Ukrainian Culture Center for organizing 
this event to remember and honor the vic-
tims of the 1932-1933 Famine-Genocide.

(Continued from page 11)

Solemn...

Two Holodomor survivors at the commemoration: Mykola Kucherenko (center) and 
Lesia Melnyk (right) with Mrs. Melnyk’s daughter. 

Plast Ukrainian Scouts at the Holodomor commemoration.

Paul Budilo, president of Holodomor 
Committee of Southern California, 
addresses the Ukrainian American com-

munity at commemoration.

Keynote speaker Michael Sawkiw Jr.

Michele Budilo

Elizabeth Zaharkiv

Michele Budilo

Oleg Kharchenko

Sen. James Inhofe 
Sen. Jim Inhofe (R-Okla.), chairman of the 

Senate Armed Services Committee, member 
of the Senate Ukraine Caucus, November 26:

 Russian aggression against Ukraine in 
the Kerch Strait is yet another reminder 
that Vladimir Putin is not serious about 
peace in Ukraine and will stop at nothing to 
advance his own power in the region. 
American diplomacy, reinforced by the 
appropriate military force posture and mili-
tary readiness, should reflect that fact.

The United States, with our European 
allies, must take action to reinforce our 
commitment to Ukraine’s sovereignty and 
restoration of its territorial integrity. If 
Putin continues his Black Sea bullying, the 
United States and Europe must consider 
imposing additional sanctions on Russia, 
inserting a greater U.S. and NATO presence 
in the Black Sea region and increasing mili-
tary assistance for Ukraine, as called for in 
the FY 2018 NDAA [National Defense 
Authorization Act].

Russia’s latest provocations against 
Ukraine are also a reminder that strategic 
competition with Russia and China, as high-
lighted by Secretary [of Defense James] 
Mattis, is an immediate and urgent reality. 
These authoritarian powers will continue 
to test the limits of American resolve as 
they seek to advance their dark view of the 
world. The United States must respond to 
this challenge with purpose and strength, 
starting by fully resourcing the National 
Defense Strategy.

 
Sen. Jack Reed 
Sen. Jack Reed (D-R.I.), ranking member of 

the Armed Services Committee, November 27:
There is a disturbing pattern of Putin 

taking aggressive action and violating inter-
national law and President Trump turning 
a blind eye. This aggressive action by 
Russian naval forces is a clear violation of 
Ukraine’s sovereignty and is completely 
unacceptable.

President Trump’s unwillingness to criti-
cize Putin or take any actions to effectively 
deter Russia’s provocative behavior has 
emboldened Russia, and it is harming our 
national security and that of our allies and 
partners. 

Instead of giving Putin a free pass, 
President Trump should announce new sanc-
tions against Russia, call for the immediate 
return of Ukrainian vessels and crewmen, 
and call off any planned meetings with 
Vladimir Putin at the upcoming G-20 summit.

The president, standing shoulder to 
shoulder with our allies and partners, must 
call on Russia to take steps to reduce ten-
sions and restore freedom of passage 
through the Kerch Strait.

Sen. Roger Wicker
Sen. Roger Wicker (R-Miss.), chairman of 

the U.S. Commission on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (Helsinki Commission), 
November 27:  

I strongly condemn Russia’s recent vio-
lence against Ukrainians, including the sei-
zure of Ukrainian vessels in the Black Sea 
and Azov Sea regions. Russia must release 
the Ukrainians it has illegally detained.  I 
also urge the government of Ukraine to 
respond to these incidents in a manner 
consistent with the preservation of the 
rights and freedoms of its citizens.  To jeop-
ardize these principles in the name of 
national security is to play into the hands of 
Vladimir Putin’s propaganda.

To facilitate U.S. policy responses, I hope 
the State Department and Department of 
Defense will clarify the international status 
of the Azov Sea, which has important impli-
cations for freedom of navigation world-
wide.  It is clear that Russia has repeatedly 
violated the 2003 agreement between 
Ukraine and Russia on the sea as shared 
waters.

Rep. Brendan F. Boyle 
Rep. Brendan F. Boyle (D-Pa.), member of 

the House Foreign Affairs Committee, 
November 26: 

Vladimir Putin has once again escalated 
its illegal war in Ukraine. The United States 
must vigorously support Ukraine’s sover-
eignty and territorial integrity. Russian 
authorities must return Ukrainian vessels 
and sailors or face more U.S./E.U. sanctions. 
It is upsetting that during this critical time 
for Ukraine, President Trump once again 
chose to attack an ally rather than hold 
Putin accountable for his aggression.

Rep. Eliot L. Engel 
Rep. Eliot L. Engel (D-N.Y.), ranking mem-

ber of the House Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, November 26:

Russia’s egregious effort to blockade 
access through the Kerch Strait between the 
Black Sea and Azov Sea, including by attack-
ing Ukrainian vessels, is another example of 
the Kremlin’s unrelenting effort to under-
mine Ukraine. Russia has no legitimate ter-
ritorial claims in this case, yet has again 
relied on force to trample its neighbors’ sov-
ereignty and flout international law. Russia 
continues to isolate itself and set the stage 
for further unnecessary loss of Ukrainian 
and Russian life. The United States and gov-
ernments around the world must hold 
Russia accountable for these illegal and dan-

gerous actions and bolster our political and 
defensive military support for Ukraine.

Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick 
Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick (R-Pa.), co-chair of 

the Congressional Ukraine Caucus, 
November 25:

Russia’s blatant violation of international 
law in the Sea of Azov and their provocative 
attack against Ukraine’s sovereignty are 
totally unacceptable. Russia must immedi-
ately restore the freedom of navigation 
through the Kerch Strait to allow Ukrainian 
vessels to freely use Ukrainian ports.

Russia’s continued, illegal occupation of 
Crimea, and their ongoing attempts to 
destabilize Eastern Europe, directly threat-
en our national security interests. We can-
not ignore Russia’s aggression against 
Ukraine. I urge the president and the 
administration to fully hold Vladimir Putin 
accountable at next week’s G-20 summit. 
We must stand shoulder-to-shoulder with 
the people of Ukraine.

Rep. Bill Pascrell 
Rep. Bill Pascrell Jr. (D-N.J.), November 26:
Russia’s latest incursions against 

Ukraine are yet another despicable viola-
tion of Ukraine’s sovereignty. The entire 
world is again seeing Vladimir Putin’s hos-
tility to democratic order. Ukraine is our 
ally and our friend and we must stand 
beside it. Vladimir Putin is an autocratic 
bully presiding over a sprawling kakistoc-
racy. Half-hearted praise and foot-dragging 
on sanctions will not inhibit the dictator. 
The United States – Congress and the White 
House together – must stand as one in con-
demnation of Russia. And we must begin 
formulating more cooperation with our 
Ukrainian partners and stronger measures 
to deter Russian aggression.

(Continued from page 7)

Russia’s...
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Oleh Chmyr’s beautiful baritone con-
veyed the sadness and drama of the words 
in the songs “The Sycamore is Leaning Over 
the Water” and “The Day Already Seems 
Gray and Weak.” Two arias from the 
Skoryk’s opera “Moses” expressed sorrow 

and devastation.
A trio consisting of pianist Volodymyr 

Vynnytsky, cellist Natalia Khoma and sopra-
no Zoya Rozhok performed three songs by 
Ukrainian composers Stanyslav Liudkevych 
and Skoryk. Several duets for cello and 
piano by Bach, Mykola Lysenko and Skoryk 
were performed by Ms. Khoma and Mr. 
Vynnytsky. Mr. Vynnytsky, artistic director 
for the concert, also enchanted the audience 

with his brilliant performance of works by 
Lev Revutsky and Frederic Chopin.

Three songs performed by the Women’s 
Bandura Ensemble under the direction of 
Oksana Zelinska – “Remind Me, Banduro,” 
with soloist Teryn Kuzma, “Son, the Ducks 
are Flying” and “Across the Wide Field” – 
came at the end of the concert. The power-
ful “Alleluia” by Leonard Cohen was the 
finale of the concert.

A standing ovation expressed the deep 
appreciation of the audience for the beauti-
ful music performed by outstanding artists.

The great success of the concert is the 
result of hard work and dedication of 
Neonillia Lechman, Mr. Czajkowsky, Vira 
Bodnaruk, Anna Macielinski, Alexandra 
Popel and Katherine Steciuk, as well as 
members of the Ukrainian American 
Organizations of Southwest Florida.

Holodomor survivors. She added that she 
did not know if any of the Ukrainian 
American friends she grew up with had 
family who experienced the Holodomor.

“When people forget who they are they 
become easy to manipulate. When we own 
our history, we plug back into the power of 
our Ukrainian ancestors,” Ms. Gutmanis 
emphasized.

In her final remarks, Ms. Gutmanis 
announced the launch of a new oral history 
project in Minnesota, funded by the 
Minnesota Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund 
and administered by the Ukrainian 
American Community Center. The project 
will record on video the stories of local 
Holodomor survivors and their descen-
dants, while also documenting the history 
of previous Holodomor commemorations 
in the Twin Cities. The audience viewed a 
three-minute clip of the first interview in 
this project with Oleksiy Khrystych and his 
sister Alla Khrystych, grandchildren of a 
Holodomor survivor.

Next, a letter of greetings to the commu-
nity from Ukrainian Consul General Larysa 
Gerasko was read by Volodymyr 
Anastazievsky, along with the text of proc-
lamations from Minnesota Gov. Mark 
Dayton and St. Paul Mayor Melvin Carter, 

which recognized the Holodomor as geno-
cide and declared October 28 as a day of 
remembrance. 

Next, the audience viewed video testi-
mony from local Holodomor survivor Kira 
Tsarehradsky. She recounted how her fami-
ly survived the genocide by sharing the 
rations the Soviet government provided to 
their Doberman pinscher, a watchdog regis-
tered with the Red Army. She was unable to 
attend in person due to a health condition.

Master of Ceremonies Oleksiy Khrystych 
asked any Holodomor survivors in the 
audience to stand. The committee had 
identified a few survivors in the Twin Cities 
but was not expecting any of them to 
attend. Yet, two well-known community 
members, who had not been identified, 
rose to their feet – Wanda Bahmet and Olga 
Chorolec. The audience recognized them 
with applause.

This emotional moment was followed by 
a keynote address on the topic of 
“Transgenerational Consequences of the 
Holodomor: What Oral History Accounts 
from the Diaspora Tell Us,” by Sophia Isajiw. 
She is the interviewer for the “Children of 
Holodomor Survivors Speak” oral history 
project conducted by the Ukrainian 
Canadian Research and Documentation 
Center in Toronto, the first project in North 
America to interview the second genera-
tion of Holodomor survivors. Using video 
snippets from the project’s oral histories 
Ms. Isajiw touched on themes of fear, post-
traumatic stress disorder, resilience, and 
other findings of the Holodomor’s long-
term effects from her research.

A group of young women – Irene 
Zibrova, Marika Voronchak, Halya 
Voronchak, Olya Voronchak, Olya Predko, 
Natalia Predko – then performed a medley 
of songs and poems about the Holodomor.

The formal program ended with a 
moment of silence and a final prayer, 

“Bohze Velykyi Yedynyi.” Audience mem-
bers were then invited to visit the adjoining 
room for a display about the Holodomor 
and a Wall of Remembrance. The Wall of 
Remembrance was spearheaded by com-
mittee member Alexander Poletz, who con-
ducted outreach to local parishes to identi-
fy relatives of community members who 
had died during the Holodomor, as well as 
departed community members who made 
their way to Minnesota after surviving the 
Holodomor and World War II. More than 
100 individuals were identified and com-
memorated by name (and photo, if avail-
able) on the wall. Blank wall tiles were 
available for those viewing the exhibit to 
add names that were missing. The exhibit 
and wall will be displayed at each parish in 
the Twin Cities over the coming months.

The exhibit room also featured an infor-
mational video created by Oleksandr 
Komarenko with local children from the 
Cheremosh dance group who read the 
names and ages of children who perished 
during the Holodomor. This was part of the 
community’s participation in the Ukrainian 
World Congress Candle of Remembrance 
campaign.

Twin Cities Holodomor Commemoration 
Committee members included Ms. 
Gutmanis, Taras Pidhayny, Mr. Poletz, Paula 
Cayemberg, Zenon Dawydowycz, Mr. 
Komarenko, Ms. Khrystych, Lesya Lucyk, 
Mykola Sarazhynskyy and Mr. Khrystych.

(Continued from page 1)

Minneapolis...

Twin Cities Holodomor survivors Olga Chorolec (left) and Wanda Bahmet at the pro-
gram “Holodomor: Our History, Our Stories.”

The Wall of Remembrance included the names and photos of Twin Cities community members whose relatives died in 1932-1933 
and community members who lived through the Holodomor and World War II, then came to the U.S. as refugees and made new 

lives as American citizens.

John Gutmanis

Violinist Solomiya Ivakhiv.

The trio of Volodymyr Vynnytsky, Natalia Khoma and Zoya Rozhok.

(Continued from page 10)
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Chrystyna Czajkowsky
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In these times of seeking ancestral roots, preserving 
cultural background has gained much signi� cance. Andriana 
Gnap brings out the beauty of her heritage with her most 
recent Ukrainian CD, Songs From Home. The collection of sixteen 
original and traditional folk songs is a tribute to the memory of 
her beloved grandfather Gregory, who inspired the project and 
wrote four of the songs at age 92. 

Andriana also composed a song 
for each of her grandparents, Gregory 
and Nadja. “Although circumstances of 
World War II forced them to leave their 
homes as teenagers, they often recalled 
vivid images of the land and family they 
left behind. For my grandfather, these 
memories were deeply tied to music,” she 
explains. “Some of the traditional songs 
on this album are not well known, and he 
wanted them to be remembered.” 

Ful� lling her grandfather’s wishes, 
Andriana conveys the emotion of each 
song with expressive vocals. She is joined 

by accomplished musicians from Boston and other regions 
of New England. Selections range from upbeat tunes with 
� ddle and mandolin, to compelling ballads with rich strings 
and vocal harmonies, sung by her mother, Halyna, and aunt 
Wolodymyra. Andriana shares the signi� cance of this music: 
“As my grandfather says in his lyrics, these are the songs that 
were passed down from generations. When we sing these 
beloved songs of Ukraine, we remember those that came 
before us, and keep their traditions alive.” 

Andriana began performing at the age of four, both as a 
soloist and later with her mother and aunt as the Family Trio 
Heavenstar (Небозiр). She has appeared as a vocalist, actress, 
violinist and dancer at venues such as the Lunaria Jazz Club 
in Los Angeles, the Waterloo Bridge Theater in New York, 
the Lyric West Stage Company in Boston and the prestigious 
Williamstown Theatre Festival with Kate Burton and Broadway 
director Roger Rees. Her original songs continue to be featured 
on radio programs in the U.S. and Canada, including her recent 
song in English, “Thank You For This Day,” which can be heard at 
www.youtube.com/HeavenstarNebozir.

For Andriana, Ukrainian folk music remains closest to 
her heart. She was happy to debut her grandfather’s songs 
at the 2018 Toronto Ukrainian Festival. “My grandfather 
was passionate about preserving the Ukrainian language 
and culture. He also strove to bring awareness to Ukraine’s 

history and its relation to current events. My family and I are 
proud to honor him by sharing his music,” she says. “We also 
dedicate Songs From Home to those who gave their lives for 
the freedom of Ukraine, and to those who continue to defend 
its independence.” Portions of CD sales will be donated to 
Ukraine’s wounded warriors and orphans through the charity 
Hope For Ukraine (www.HopeForUkraine.net.)

To purchase or listen to Songs From Home, please visit 
www.Andriana.org or www.store.cdbaby.com/cd/andriana

 MUSICAL TRIBUTE TO GRANDFATHER’S CULTURAL LEGACY

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

by Natalia K. Bilash

KERHONKSON, N.Y. – “To Arms, Striltsi! November 
Uprising 1918” was the theme of the 56th annual Plast 
Orlykiada sponsored and organized by the Orlykivtsi Plast fra-
ternity, with help from the Verkhovynky Plast sorority. This 
year’s competition was headed up by Lida Rezie, the lead 
organizer of the event, and its commander was Tanya Kosc.

Participants from as far away as Toronto and Chicago 
gathered at the Soyuzivka Heritage Center on November 
10-11 to demonstrate their knowledge of the topic.

Each year, Plast youths from across the U.S. and Canada 
come to participate in the challenge. This year, 172 scouts 
divided into 19 teams participated in the competition. A 
large packet of materials was available to each Plast troop 
at the beginning of the school year in order to help them 
prepare for Orlykiada.

The competition is divided into parts: a trivia bowl, the-
atrical performances and the presentation of exhibits.

In the first competition, teams compete in a three-round 
trivia bowl. The top four teams from the first round 
advance to the second round, and then the top two teams 
advance to the final round. 

The second part requires each group to perform a skit; 
this performance is a way for the group to demonstrate its 

ability and knowledge on the theme in a creative and often 
humorous way. This year’s was no exception as the groups 
tried to outdo each other. 

The third and final portion is a display of projects or 
exhibits that each group creates and assembles prior to the 
competition. 

Overall, Orlykiada gives youths a chance to meet with 
other Plast scouts and engage in friendly competition. 

A separate competition, the selection of a “Hetmanych” 
and a “Hetmanivna,” takes place early Saturday evening 
and Sunday afternoon. Each competing group can elect to 
send one individual to participate in this challenge. 
Participants get together in a room in front of a group of 
judges where they are asked to discuss their ideas on vari-
ous topics about Orlykiada, Plast and Ukraine. On Sunday 
morning, they answer questions in front of their peers and 
judges, as their respective groups cheer them on.

Orlykiada participants attended liturgy on Sunday 
morning at Holy Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church, where 
the Rev. Dr. Ivan Kaszczak, the Plast chaplain, performed 
the service. 

Winner’s of this year’s Orlykiada were: Troop 4 girls 
from Philadelphia, first place; Troop 17 boys from 
Cleveland, second; Troop 4 girls from Toronto, third; Troop 
5 boys from Newark, N.J., fourth; and Troop 28 girls from 
Cleveland, fifth.

This year’s Hetmanivna was Sofia Shyprykevych of 
Newark, and the Hetmanych was Andriy Shvets of Toronto.

More inform.ation on the winners in each category of 
the 2018 competition can be found on the Orlykiada web-
site, www.orlykiada.org.

Natalia K. Bilash is press secretary of Plast Ukrainian 
Scouting Organization U.S.A.

Participants of the Plast Orlykiada in front of Holy Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church in Kerhonkson, N.Y., just 
down the road from Soyuzivka Heritage Center.

Marta Sawchyn

56th Plast Orlykiada competition held at Soyuzivka

The Hetmanych, Andriy Shvets of Toronto, and 
Hetmanivna, Sofia Shyprykevych of Newark.
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Gvozdyk knocks out Stevenson to win WBC title
by Ihor N. Stelmach

The long light heavyweight title reign of 
Adonis Stevenson came crashing down in 
Quebec City on December 1, when 
Oleksandr Gvozdyk announced his arrival 
as an elite champion light heavyweight.

Gvozdyk (16-0, 13 KO) knocked out 
Stevenson (29-2-1, 24 KO) at 2:49 of the 
11th round to win the WBC title, sending 
the defending champion to a local hospi-
tal’s intensive care unit in critical condition. 
By the end of the bout, the 41-year-old 
Stevenson was running on empty and 
Gvozdyk took full advantage, backing the 
champ into a corner before knocking him 
senseless with a flurry of shots to the head. 
[Stevenson’s condition was later upgraded 
to stable.]

The 31-year-old Ukrainian displayed 
excellent technique and resilience in win-
ning the fight, overcoming difficulties early 
and late in the battle. Stevenson’s strong 

left hand found the range in the first 
couple of rounds as the wily veteran 
danced around, threw some set-up jabs 
and then followed up with a cracking left.

Round 3 saw Gvozdyk score with what 
was a clean knockdown with his first 
punch after the bell, only to have referee 
Michael Griffin wave it off, calling it a slip. 
Stevenson clearly felt the punch with 
Gvozdyk getting within range, landing 
some rights, blocking some of Stevenson’s 
lefts and allowing himself to stay in the 

pocket and counter.
Unable to reach Gvozdyk’s head, 

Stevenson expanded his arsenal by attack-
ing the body, finding cracks in the challeng-
er’s defenses, nullifying his forward thrust.

Gvozdyk got his technique going in the 
eighth round, ducking out of the way of 
Stevenson’s power punches before setting 
back up and firing his right hand to the 
head. A simple and clean plan of attack was 
effective, but potential danger still loomed.

The 10th round saw Stevenson land a 

thundering left that sent Gvozdyk crashing 
into the ropes, his legs wobbling. The 
Ukrainian survived thanks to the ropes and 
a smart clinch, coming back at the end of 
the frame with a series of right hands. This 
was an omen of what came next, as 
Gvozdyk would end the bout toward the 
end of the next round to become the new 
world champion.

In the 11th, Gvozdyk was really focused, 
finally finding a consistent home for his 
punishing right hand. A series of damaging 

blows – right hand, left hook, two more 
powerful rights – put Stevenson down hard 
in the corner, and in a few seconds it was 
over, with referee Griffin waving things off 
without bothering to count.

Gvozdyk now officially joins a talented 
field at the top of the light heavyweight 
division, which includes Eleider Alvarez of 
Colombia (WBO champion, 24-0, 12 KO), 
Artur Beterbiev of Russia (IBF champion, 
13-0, 13 KO), Dmitry Bivol of Russia (WBA 
champion, 15-0, 11 KO), Badou Jack of 
Sweden (22-1-3, 13 KO) and Sergey 
Kovalev of Russia (32-3-1, 28 KO).

After the fight, Gvozdyk praised his new 
trainer, Teddy Atlas.

“This win means everything to me,” he 
said in a post-fight press briefing. “I’ve 
trained my whole life for this and tonight 
all of the hard work was worth it. Having 
Teddy in my corner was a huge help. He 
knew exactly what to say to me. We trained 
so well for this fight and I knew I was going 
to get the knockout. Adonis was a great 
champion, but it’s my time now. He got me 
with a good shot in the tenth round, but I 
handled it and finished him.”

Stevenson was ahead on two judges’ 
cards and tied on the third when the fight 
was stopped.

Gvozdyk’s future is clearly very bright. 
The 175-pound division has plenty of chal-
lenging talent with opportunities for unifica-
tion fights, as each of the four major world 
titles are currently held by a different boxer.

WBC light heavyweight champion Oleksandr Gvozdyk celebrates while draped in the 
Ukrainian flag.

BoxingScene.com

won 4-0 against Ugur (Azerbaijan) on 
October 2. The top team of each group 
advanced to the final tournament.

• Shakhtar Donetsk finished in fourth 
place of Group F after it tied 1-1 with 
Hoffenheim on November 27, lost 1-4 
against Manchester again on November 7, 
tied 1-1 with Manchester City on October 23 
and lost 0-2 against Lyon on October 2 and 
lost 1-2 against Hoffenheim on September 
19 as part of the group stage of the UEFA 
Youth League. Shakhtar plays against Lyon 
on December 12. Dynamo Kyiv qualified for 
the round of 32, where it won 2-1 against 
Anderlecht on November 27, tied 1-1 with 
Anderlecht on November 6, won 5-1 on 
October 24 against Septemvri (Bulgaria) and 
won 1-0 against Septemvri on October 3.

• Luka Modric (Croatia) was honored as 
the Best FIFA Men’s Player at its award cer-
emony on September 24 in London. 
Modric, 33, won the award after Ukraine’s 
voting members, Andriy Shevchenko, 
Ukrainian National Team coach, and Andriy 
Pyatov, UNT team captain, voted for the 
Real Madrid midfielder. Modric displayed 
solidarity with Ukraine during Croatia’s 
2018 World Cup win over Russia.

• The Football Federation of Ukraine was 
fined 35,000 euros following a UEFA 
Nation’s League match between Ukraine 
and the Czech Republic on September 6. 
Eight Ukrainian fans were detained after 
they invaded the pitch, following Ukraine’s 
2-1 victory. Additional funds reported as 
losses for the Czech team are also to be 
compensated by the FFU.
Futsal

• Ukraine has drawn Group 4 of the 
UEFA U-19 Futsal European Championship, 
with Romania, Belgium and Macedonia. 
Matches are scheduled for March 26-31, 
2019. The seven group winners will join 
host Latvia for the final stage of the tourna-
ment on September 8-14, 2019, in Riga. 
The group stage draw was made on 
November 1 in Nyon, France.

• Ukraine, group host and winner of Group 
3 of the UEFA Women’s Futsal Euro Cup, tied 
4-4 with Hungary on September 12, won 4-2 
against Belarus on September 13 and won 
7-0 against Kazakhstan on September 15. 
Ukraine, with seven points in Group 3, 
advances to the semifinal for February 14-17, 
2019. Other teams in the final stage include 
Portugal, Russia and Spain.

• Ukraine’s P. Kherson club, in Group 2 of 
the UEFA Futsal Champions League, lost 
0-3 against Inter (Spain) on October 3, lost 
2-3 against Ekonomac Kragujevac (Serbia) 
on October 4, and lost 0-1 against Chrudim 
(Czech Republic) on October 6.

Tennis
• Lyudmyla and Nadiia Kichenok won 

the WTA Elite Trophy in Chuhai, China, on 
October 30 through November 4. In the 
final, the Kichenok sisters won 6-4, 3-6, 
10-7 against Shuko Aoyama of Japan and 
Lidziya Marozava of Belarus.

• Dayana Yastremska, 18, won the WTA 
tournament in Hong Kong on October 14. 
Yastremska won 6-2, 6-1 in the final against 
Wang Qiang of China. It was the Ukrainian 
player’s first WTA title in her career, earn-
ing a ranking of 66th.

• Elina Svitolina (5,350 points) moved 
up one spot to fourth place in the 
December 3 WTA rankings. Lesia Tsurenko 
(1,755) is in 27th place, Dayana Yestremska 
(967) ranks 58th and Kateryna Kozlova 
(630) ranks 97th.

• Lesia Tsurenko lost 1-6, 1-6 in the quar-
terfinals of the U.S. Open against Naomi 
Osaka of Japan, who would become the 2018 
tournament champion. Tsurenko won 6-7(3-
7), 7-5, 6-2 against Marketa Vondrousova of 
the Czech Republic in the fourth round. 
Tsurenko complained of a viral illness on the 
morning of the quarterfinal.

• Ukrainian twin tennis player brothers 
Gleb and Vadim Alekseenko received life-
time bans and were fined $250,000 each 
for allegedly fixing multiple matches. Based 
on an investigation by the Tennis Integrity 
Unity, Richard McLaren, an independent 
anti-corruption hearing officer, made the 
ruling on October 15. The cited offenses 

took place at tournaments in Romania, 
Russia, Germany and Turkey between June 
2015 and January 2016. The lifetime ban 
includes prohibition against playing as well 
as attending matches sanctioned by ATP/
WTA events or recognized by the governing 
bodies of the sport. 

Boxing
• Cruiserweight champion Oleksandr 

Usyk (16-0, 12 KO) defended his WBC, IBF, 
WBO and WBA titles against Tony Bellew 
(29-3-1, 19 KO) of Great Britain with an 
eighth-round knockout in a fight scheduled 
for 12 rounds on November 10 at 
Manchester Arena in Manchester, England. 
Referee Terry O’Connor stopped his count 
and waved off the fight after Bellew was 
flattened by a left cross from the undefeat-
ed southpaw. Experts speculate that Usyk 
plans to move up to the heavyweight divi-
sion, following a respite with family during 
his time off. Usyk is ranked third by BoxRec, 
while Vasyl Lomachenko was ranked fifth.

• Super lightweight Viktor Postol (30-2, 
12 KO) won by points 99-91 after 10 rounds 
against Siar Ozgul (14-2, 3 KO) of Turkey on 
November 3 at the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, 
Scotland. Ozgul resides in Great Britain. 

• Middleweight Sergey Derevyanchenko 
(11-1, 9 KO) lost by split decision after 12 
rounds against Daniel Jacobs (35-2, 29 KO) 
of the U.S.A. on October 27 at Madison 
Square Garden in New York. Jacobs stripped 
Derevyanckenko of his IBF middleweight 
title, and judges scored the fight 113-114, 
115-112, 115-112 in favor of Jacobs.

• Middleweight Andriy Velykovskiy (12-
2-1, 7 KO) fought to a 12-round split deci-
sion draw against Maikalai Vesialou (8-0-1, 
4 KO) of Belarus on October 14 at the Sport 
Hall Energia in Narva, Estonia. Judges 
scored the fight 113-110 (in favor of 
Velykovskiy), 113-113, 112-114 (in favor of 
Vesialou), with the European WBA middle-
weight title on the line. 

• The World Boxing Council convention 
was held in Kyiv on October 1-5. Opening 
ceremonies were held on Poshtova Square. 
The convention attracted 700 participants 
from 160 countries, and included boxing 

legends Wladimir Klitschko, Lennox Lewis, 
Evander Holyfield, Julio Cesar Chavez, Tony 
Bellew and Oscar De La Hoya, as well as 
Kyiv Mayor Vitali Klitschko. Mauricio 
Suleiman, chairman of the WBC conven-
tion, stated that the Olympic National 
Sports Complex in Kyiv, which seats 80,000 
fans, would host a championship fight 
between cruiserweight champion 
Oleksandr Usyk and his next challenger. Mr. 
Suleiman noted that having the WBC con-
vention in Ukraine was a sign of Ukraine’s 
authority in the global boxing community. 
The convention hosted fund-raisers for the 
reconstruction of a boxing hall in Mariupol, 
including a visit to a children’s hospital for 
a charity event and an autograph session 
with the boxing champions mentioned.

• Vitali and Wladimir Klitschko were 
included in the Guinness World Records for 
2019 as champion brothers who had the 
largest number of fights at 116 (Wladimir: 
69 fights, 64 wins, five losses – four by KO, 
53 KO; Vitali: 47 fights, 45 wins, two losses 
by KO, 41 KO). The presentation was made 
on October 1 during a gala evening at the 
WBC convention in Kyiv. Mayor Vitali 
Klitschko stated: “This award is a surprise 
for me. Our record with Wladimir is a 
record for all those who supported the 
Klitschko brothers, who rooted for us and 
for Ukraine. We have always defended the 
honor of our country.”

• Heavyweight Iago Kiladze (26-4, 18 
KO) lost by fifth-round TKO against Joseph 
Joyce (6-0, 6 KO) of Great Britain on 
September 30 at Citizens Business Bank 
Arena in Ontario, Calif. The fight was 
stopped by the referee in the fifth round. 

• Heavyweight Sergiej Werwejko (8-2, 6 
KO) lost by eighth-round TKO against Ali 
Eren Demrenzen (10-0, 10 KO) of Turkey 
on September 29 at Hansehalle in Lubeck, 
Germany. Demrenzen won the European 
WBO title in a fight that was scheduled for 
10 rounds.

• Middleweight Oleksandr Stretsky (6-1-
1, 3 KO) won by majority decision after 10 
rounds against Bartlomiej Grafka (21-31-3, 
10 KO) of Poland on September 8 in 
Poznan, Poland. The judges scored the fight 
96-94, 95-95, 97-93.

(Continued from page 16)

Sportsline...
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to attend the semi-annual meeting of NATO 
foreign affairs ministers. Echoing the 
UCCA’s previous statements condemning 
Russia’s premeditated and deliberate act of 
aggression against Ukraine on November 
25, the letter to Secretary Pompeo requests 
that he propose a collective call by NATO 
member states for the immediate return to 
Ukraine of the captured Ukrainian war-
ships and military personnel. 

The letter goes on to reference the 
stalled NATO Black Sea Action Plan in the 
planning since the 2016 NATO Warsaw 
Summit, which proposed to “substantially 

increase in NATO’s presence and maritime 
activity” in the Black Sea. Following on Sen. 
John Barasso’s (R-Wyo.) call to action on 
“Meet the Press,” the UCCA’s letter also asks 
the summit leaders to consider “the imme-
diate deployment of naval vessels from 
NATO member states to Ukrainian and 
NATO ally ports in the Black Sea.”

As the bastion of democracy in the free 
world, the United States bears a moral obli-
gation to take the lead in promoting inter-
national norms, defending basic human 
rights and freedoms, and charting a course 
of geopolitical stability, the UCCA noted. 
The Ukrainian American community 
believes that the national security interests 
of the United States lie in the fulfillment of 
that obligation.

(Continued from page 1)

UCCA sends...

Rochester’s Ukrainian Americans remember the late Rep. Slaughter and the late Sen. McCain
by Christine Hoshowsky

ROCHESTER, N.Y. – Ukrainian Americans 
and local government officials gathered 
beside the Ukrainian Centennial Monument 
at Irondequoit Town Hall, Rochester, N.Y., on 
November 4 to remember the late 
Congresswoman Louise Slaughter (D-N.Y.) 
and the late Sen. John Mc Cain (R-Ariz.) for 
their support of a free Ukraine. 

It was also a day for heartfelt recogni-
tion of Ukrainian American veterans for 
their service to their country and for their 
love of Ukraine, their ancestral homeland. 
The program closed with a solemn prayer 
for the victims of the Holodomor. 

Dr. Christine Hoshowsky, president of 
the Rochester Ukrainian Group Inc., began 
the program with greetings and good wish-
es for an auspicious commemoration sent 
by Michael Sawkiw Jr., vice-president of the 
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America 
and director of the Ukrainian National 
Information Service in Washington.

Next, the supervisor of the Town of 
Irondequoit, David Seeley, welcomed the 
guests and spoke of the strong relationship 
between town officials and members of the 
Ukrainian Community. It is the town super-
visor and his administrators who shoulder 
responsibility for the upkeep of the 
Ukrainian Centennial Monument. It was, 
therefore, pleasing to hear that the town is 
planning to create a park alongside the 
monument which will enhance the historic 
and ethnic significance of this location. 

Joseph Morelle, the newly elected con-
gressman who fills the late Rep. Slaughter’s 
seat, was also an honored guest. As he 
stepped up to the podium, he acknowl-
edged 27 years of Ukraine’s independence, 
100 years of Ukraine’s statehood, the 85th 
anniversary of the Holodomor and the 
imminent unification of the Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church. 

Rep. Morelle (D-N.Y.) elaborated on the 
virtues of both U.S., legislators and referred 
to Sen. McCain as a true American hero for 
his suffering as a POW in Vietnam. 

New York State Sen. Joseph Robach, a 
friend of the Ukrainian community in 
greater Rochester, has participated in many 
RUG-sponsored Ukrainian Independence 
Day events. He has also welcomed foreign 
visitors and exchange students from 
Ukraine who visited him in Rochester and 
in Albany. On this occasion the state sena-
tor came to honor the memory of both Rep. 
Slaughter and Sen. McCain.

As the speakers finished their presenta-
tions, the participants turned toward the 
flags. Supervisor Seeley led the assembled 
in singing ‘The Star Spangled Banner” 

which was then followed by the singing of 
the Ukrainian national anthem. 

The program continued after all 
regrouped at the Irondequoit Public 
Library, also on the grounds of Irondequoit 
Town Hall. In the Lake Ontario Room, 
“pampushky” and torte were served at the 
sweets table decorated by Irena Terlectsky.

The program resumed when Dr. 
Hoshowky stepped up to the podium to 
share her personal recollections of the late 
Congresswoman Slaughter. The most mov-
ing experience was when the congress-
woman invited three Ukrainian Americans 
from Rochester to be her guests to witness 
President Petro Poroshenko of Ukraine 
address a joint session of Congress. 
Zorianna Dombchewsky, Vasilij Basiuk and 
Dr. Hoshowsky were proud to represent the 
community. Rep. Slaughter was one of the 
members of the congressional welcoming 
committee that greeted President 
Poroshenko as he entered Congress. 

As a token of the Ukrainian community’s 
remembrance, Dr. Hoshowsky presented a 
handmade card replete with pictures from 
the Washington trip to Jeffrey Rogers, an 
assistant to the late Rep. Slaughter, for him 
to deliver to her family with condolences. 
Guests were encouraged to sign the card as 
a last farewell to the congresswoman.

Nataliya Kostiw spoke in Ukrainian 
about the late Sen. McCain as a staunch 
advocate for Ukraine. Mrs. Kostiw is a 
member of the First Slavic Bible Baptist 
Church – the most recent Ukrainian church 

to establish itself in Irondequoit. 
A tribute to Ukrainian American veterans 

followed. Dr. Hoshowsky commented on the 
upcoming Veterans Day, November 11, then 
recognized several veterans in the room. 
Anatoly Makohon, a veteran who completed 
his military service at the German-
Czechoslovakian border during the Cold 
War, was selected this year for the Honor 
Flight program that takes veterans to 
Washington for recognition ceremonies as a 
thank-you for their military service. Veterans 
Ihor Hoshowsky, Walter Denysenko, Andrij 
Charambura and Bohdan Cholach were rec-
ognized. Bohdan Cholach and his brother 
Walter Cholach are also former honorees of 
the Honor Flight Program.

 Two Ukrainian veterans who fought in 
Ukraine for its independence live in 
Rochester. Olga Cherwinsky, age 95, was 
accompanied to this event by her friend 
Luba Bilozir. Jerry Andrushko, 97, has the 
added distinction of being one of the found-
ing members of the Rochester Ukrainian 
Group, of which the Ukrainian Centennial 
Committee of Rochester is a subsidiary.

Tamara Denysenko, president of the 
Ukrainian  American  Community 
Foundation, spoke about the National 
University of Ostroh Academy-Nazareth 
College Partnership in Rochester. This pro-
gram sponsors one student from Ostroh 
Academy for one semester of study per year. 
Ms. Denysenko, the fund-raiser, has received 
donations from the Ukrainian Federal Credit 
Union/UAC Foundation, the Ukrainian 
American West-Side Club/Ukrainian Men’s 
Breakfast Club and Ukrainian National 
Women’s League of America Branch 120, as 

well as numerous private contributions.
Dmytro Baida and Kateryna Basiuk each 

completed a semester of study at Nazareth 
College. The designated new Ostroh 
Academy student for 2019 is Anna Hrynkiv. 
Excitement is now growing for a reciprocal 
exchange next year. Dr. Nevan Fisher, asso-
ciate vice-president for global programs, 
and Dr. Olena Prokopovych, director of the 
Department of Political Science, both 
anchor the Ostroh Academy partnership 
program with Nazareth College.

The last part of the program honored the 
victims of the Holodomor. Focusing on the 
difficulties of bringing information about 
the Holodomor to light, Valentina Makohon 
noted the denial of the Famine by Walter 
Duranty. She pointed out that, at the time, 
British journalist Malcolm Muggeridge and 
Welsh journalist Gareth Jones provided eye-
witness accounts that countered Duranty’s 
betrayal of the truth of the forced Famine, 
but their accounts were largely ignored. 
Jones was subsequently murdered for his 
staunch determination to document and 
report on the Stalinist-made Famine. 
American-Russian sidebar diplomacy at the 
time precluded the United States from 
acknowledging the Holodomor while mil-
lions of Ukrainians were starved to death, 
1932-1933. 

Ms. Makohon then touched on the work 
done by the late Dr. James Mace, executive 
director of the U.S. Commission on the 
Ukraine Famine, and identified the seminal 
work done by the late Dr. Robert Conquest, 
author of “The Harvest of Sorrow: Soviet 
Collectivization and the Terror-Famine.” 
She pointed out how William F. Buckley Jr., 
who hosted the TV program “Firing Line,” 
brought media attention and credibility to 
Conquest’s study of the Holodomor. 

 Contemporary authors Dr. Timothy 
Snyder (“Bloodlands: Europe Between 
Hitler and Stalin”), Anne Applebaum (“Red 
Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine”) and Dr. 
Stanislav Kulchytsky (“The Famine 1932-
1933: An Anatomy of the Holodomor”) 
strengthen the case of the Holodomor as a 
genocide perpetrated against Ukraine, Ms. 
Makohon continued.

 She also noted that the journals and dia-
ries about the Holodomor belonging to 
Jones were recently presented at 
Cambridge and at the United Nations. The 
late Nigel Linsan Colley, Jones’s grandneph-
ew, spoke at the opening of the Holodomor 
exhibit at the U.N. 

Dr. Hoshowsky closed the program by 
inviting the Rt. Rev. Philip Weiner, pastor of 
St Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Church, to 
lead all in prayer in memory of the victims 
of the Holodomor. He, in turn, asked the the 
Revs. Volodymyr Dmyterko and Andrij 
Dwulit to join him. Following the prayer, all 
sang “Vichnaya Pamiat” (Eternal Memory).

 COMMUNITY CHRONICLE

At the Rochester Ukrainian community’s event held in remembrance of the late 
Congresswoman Louise Slaughter and the late Sen. John McCain are (from left): 
Tamara Denysenko, Dr. Christine Hoshowsky, New York State Sen. Joseph Robach, 
Congressman Joseph Morelle, Irondequoit Town Supervisor- David Seeley, Jeffrey 
Rogers (administative assistant to the late Congresswoman Louise Slaughter), Oleg 

Lebedko and Wolodymyr Pylyshenko.

Walter Denysenko
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December 13 Interview with Roman Zinchenko by Mike Buryk on 
Whippany, NJ renewable energy and green projects in Ukraine, Carpe 
 Diem Club, Ukrainian American Cultural Center of New
 Jersey, aceuaccnj@gmail.com 

December 14 Christmas Party, Syracuse Ukrainian National Home, 
Syracuse, NY events@syrucc.org or 315-478-9272

December 14 Christmas Jazz Concert, with Typhanie Monique 
Chicago Quartet, Victoria@uima-chicago.org
 
December 15 Mykolai Show and Holiday Bazaar, Taras Shevchenko 
Bethesda, MD School of Ukrainian Studies,
 mykolaishowandholidaybazaar@gmail.com

December 15 “Yalynka” Christmas celebration, Ukrainian Engineers’ 
New York Society of America, the Ukrainian Medical Association of 
 North America, Ukrainian Institute of America, 
 (tickets sold only at the door), www.ukrainianinstitute.org

December 15 Presentation, “Opportunities with UNA,” with Myron 
North Port, FL Kolinsky, Ukrainian National Association, St. Andrew 
 Ukrainian Religious and Cultural Center, 
 kolinsky@unainc.org

December 15 Literary evening with Yuri Andrukhovych and his latest 
New York novel, “Lovers of Justice,” Shevchenko Scientific Society, 
 212-254-5130

December 16 Christmas Bazaar, Ukrainian Homestead,
Lehighton, PA www.ukrhomestead.com

December 16 Christmas Bazaar, St. John the Baptist Ukrainian 
Whippany, NJ Catholic Church, Ukrainian American Cultural Center of 
 New Jersey, 973-476-1970

December 16 Presentation, “Opportunities with UNA,” with Myron 
St. Petersburg, FL Kolinsky, Ukrainian National Association, Epiphany of 
 Our Lord Ukrainian Catholic Church hall, 
 kolinsky@unainc.org

December 16 St. Nicholas Workshop, Ukrainian History and 
Somerset, NJ Education Center, 732-356-0132 or info@ukrhec.org

December 22 Koliada Party, Ukrainian Institute of America, 
New York www.ukrainianinstitute.org or 212-288-8660

December 31 New Year’s Eve celebration, with music by The Fourth 
Perth Amboy, NJ Wave Band, Assumption Ukrainian Catholic Church, 
 732-826-0767 or 202-368-2408

December 31 New Year’s Eve gala, Soyuzivka Heritage Center, 
Kerhonkson, NY www.soyuzivka.com or 845-626-5641

January 6 Ukrainian Christmas Eve dinner, Soyuzivka Heritage 
Kerhonkson, NY Center, www.syuzivka.com or 845-626-5641

January 19 Malanka Masquerade Dance, with music by Zapovid, 
Buffalo, NY Dnipro Ukrainian Cultural Center, 716-316-1051 

January 25-27 Ukraine booth, The New York Times Travel Show,
New York U.S.-Ukraine Foundation, Jacob K. Javits Center,
 info@usukraine.org or 202-789-4467

January 26 Presentation of Debutantes, Plast Ukrainian Scouting 
Whippany, NJ Organization (Newark Branch), Hanover Marriott,
 plastnewarkdebball@gmail.com or 908-448-6389

February 2 Concert, featuring “Dazzling Duo” pianists Antonio 
New York Pompa-Baldi and Emanuela Friscioni, Ukrainian Institute
 of America, www.ukrainianinstitute.org or 212-288-8660 

February 9 Chervona Kalyna Cotillion Ball, with music by Hrim, Plast 
Pearl River, NY Ukrainian Scouting Organization, Hilton Pearl River Hotel, 
 www.kalynadeb.org 

March 2 Presentation of Debutantes, Ukrainian American Youth 
Parsippany, NJ Association, Sheraton Parsippany, www.cym.org/us/deb

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events 
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions 
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors 
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

gala banquet took place on November 25 at 
the Olimpiyskyi National Sports Complex. 

During the first working day of the con-
gress, November 26, delegates heard 
reports from the leadership of the UWC and 
UWC member organizations for the period 
2013-2018. 

On the congress’s second day, delegates 
worked in thematic sessions. The congress 
ended with the election of a new president 
and leadership of the UWC for the next term. 

UWC’s new president

Mr. Grod is an active leader of the 
Ukrainian community in Canada. For 10 
years he has been president of the 
Ukrainian Canadian Congress, an organiza-
tion that coordinates the work and repre-
sents the interests of one of the largest eth-
nocultural communities in Canada. 

Mr. Grod has consistently supported 
Ukraine during and after the Revolution of 
Dignity, including a series of trips to 
Ukraine together with former Prime 
Minister of Canada Stephen Harper and for-
mer Minister of Foreign Affairs of Canada 
John Baird in support of Ukrainians in their 
struggle for a European future. 

He became one of 13 Canadians to be 
included on the sanctions list of Russian 
President Vladimir Putin and was banned 
from traveling to the Russian Federation. 

Over the years of his activism, Mr. Grod 
has received numerous state awards from 
the governments of Canada and Ukraine: he 
was awarded the Jubilee Medal of the 
President of Ukraine on the occasion of the 
25th anniversary of the Independence of 
Ukraine and the Queen Elizabeth II 
Diamond Jubilee Medal. For three consecu-
tive years he was named by Embassy 

Magazine and Hill Times as one of the top 
100 people who most influence Canada’s 
global future.

He is co-founder and president of the 
energy company Rodan Energy Solutions 
that delivers intelligent energy solutions to 
reduce energy consumption and enhance 
power system reliability for industry. 

The key topics discussed by the delegates 
to the UWC’s congress included: interna-
tional support for Ukraine in the areas of 
economic development, defense, reforms 
and humanitarian aid; the role of the dias-
pora in furthering the positive image of 
Ukraine and Ukrainians in the world; fur-
thering the consolidation of the global 
Ukrainian community; expanding the UWC 
network of organizations; and strengthen-
ing the influence of Ukrainian communities 
in addressing issues of importance to 
Ukraine at the international level. 

About the UWC

The Ukrainian World Congress is the 
international coordinating body for 
Ukrainian communities in the diaspora 
representing the interests of over 20 mil-
lion Ukrainians. The UWC has a network of 
member organizations and ties with 
Ukrainians in 61 countries. Founded in 
1967, the UWC was recognized in 2003 by 
the United Nations Economic and Social 
Council as a non-governmental organiza-
tion with special consultative status and 
obtained in 2018 participatory status as an 
international non-governmental organiza-
tion with the Council of Europe.

The UWC has a network of Ukrainian 
member organizations in the following 
countries: Argentina, Armenia, Australia, 
Belgium, Bosnia and Hercegovina, 
Bulgaria, Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Czech 

Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, 
Georgia, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, 
Hungary, Italy, Kazakhstan, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Moldova, Norway, Paraguay, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian 
Federation, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Spain, 
Switzerland, United States of America and 
Uzbekistan.

The UWC also has associate member 
organizations in Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Republic of 
South Africa, Singapore, Slovenia, Sweden, 
Turkey and United Arab Emirates.

The UWC also maintains ties with 
Ukrainians in the following countries: 
Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Chile, Cyprus, 
Egypt, Finland, India, Ireland, Israel, 
Kyrgyz Republic, Luxembourg, Macedonia, 
Malta, Montenegro, Mozambique, Republic 
of South Africa, Thailand and Tunisia.

The purposes and objects of the UWC 
are to: promote the solidarity and repre-
sent the interests of the Ukrainian people 
throughout the world; foster and coordi-
nate an international network of member 
organizations that support and promote 
the development of Ukrainian religious, 
linguistic, spiritual, historical, cultural, and 
social heritage; support the independence, 
territorial integrity, national identity and 
economic prosperity of Ukraine; strength-
en the bonds of Ukrainian communities 
and Ukrainians in the diaspora with 
Ukraine, including government and civil 
society; secure the rights, status and inter-
ests of Ukrainians and Ukrainian commu-
nities, and to defend them wherever they 
are denied, violated or threatened; pro-
mote democracy and human rights around 
the world, including monitoring democrat-
ic processes such as elections and referen-
dums; and cooperate with governments, 
nations, organizations, and individuals, to 
accomplish the above goals in the spirit of 
peace, freedom, equality and justice.

(Continued from page 4)

Paul Grod...

The new leadership of the Ukrainian World Congress, (from left) Third Vice-
President Andriy Futey, First Vice-President Stefan Romaniw, President Paul Grod 

and Second Vice-President Anna Kisil, at a press briefing on November 28.

UWC
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Saturday, December 15

NEW YORK: The Shevchenko Scientific 
Society invites all to reading by well-known 
Ukrainian writer Yuri Andrukhovych. Mr. 
Andrukhovych will present his latest novel 
“Lovers of Justice” (2018). Mr. Andrukhovych 
is author of novels, poetry collections and 
essays that have been translated in many 
languages. He was awarded numerous inter-
national literary prizes in Germany, Poland 
and Slovenia. The book launch will take 
place at the society’s building, 63 Fourth Ave. 
(between Ninth and 10th streets) at 5 p.m. 
For additional information call 212-254-
5130.

BETHESDA, Md.: The Taras Shevchenko 
School of Ukrainian Studies will host a 
Mykolai Show and Holiday Bazaar. Students 
will present a Mykolai show at noon. Sviatyi 
Mykolai will then meet with each grade/age 
group (non-students welcome). The 
Heavenly Office will be open 9:15-11:45 
a.m. (only one item per child, $2 fee, labeled 
with child’s name, grade/age). A bazaar/
bake sale will be held at 9:30 a.m.-noon, fea-
turing a variety of home-baked treats and 
holiday foods, books and gift items. 
Location: Westland Middle School, 5511 
Massachusetts Ave., Bethesda, MD 20816. 
For further information visit ukrainian-
schoolbazaar.weebly.com or contact Galyna 
Franken at MykolayShowandHolidayBazaar 
@gmail.com.

Sunday, December 16

SOMERSET, N.J.: Bring the family for a fun-
filled afternoon making traditional 
Ukrainian Christmas ornaments and deco-
rating traditional St. Nicholas Cookies, or 
Mykolaychyky, at the St. Nicholas Workshop 
presented by the Ukrainian History and 
Education Center. St. Nicholas will be visit-
ing the workshop, and children of all ages 
will have the opportunity to take a picture 
with him. The workshop will be held at the 
center’s Library Gallery, 135 Davidson Ave., 
Somerset, NJ, 08873, from noon until 3 p.m. 
Refreshments will be served. Workshop: $5; 
Photo with St. Nicholas: $10. For additional 
information call 732-356-0132 or e-mail 
info@ukrhec.org. 

Monday, December 31

PERTH AMBOY, N.J.: A New Year’s Eve din-
ner-dance (zabava) will be held in the 
school hall of Assumption Parish at 380 
Meredith St., Perth Amboy, NJ 08861. A fab-
ulous buffet dinner starts at 8 p.m. and will 
continue all evening; a champagne toast and 
desserts are included (BYOB). There will be 
dancing to the music of The Fourth Wave 
Band. Tickets: adults, $75; teens/young 
adults (age 13-18 ), $ 45; children (up to age 
12) $25. For tickets call 732-826-0767 or 
202-368-2408. See photos from the previ-
ous year’s zabava at www.assumption-
catholicchurch.net.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS GUIDELINES
Preview of Events is a listing of Ukrainian community events open to the public. It is a ser-
vice provided at minimal cost ($20 per listing) by The Ukrainian Weekly to the Ukrainian 
community.  Items must be no more than 100 words long. 
Preview items must be received no later than one week before the desired date of 
publication. Please include payment for each time the item is to appear and indicate 
date(s) of issue(s) in which the item is to be published. Information should be sent to pre-
view@ukrweekly.com. When e-mailing, simply type the text into the body of the e-mail 
message. Preview items and payments may be mailed to: Preview of Events, The Ukrainian 
Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.

Ukrainian National Association Inc.

will host a coffee hour and a presentation

The presentation will be attended 
by Myron Kolinsky 

UNA National Organizer

Ukrainian National Association Inc.Ukrainian National Association Inc.

will host a coffee hour and a presentationwill host a coffee hour and a presentation

Sunday, December 16, 2018, 
at 11 a.m.

Epiphany of Our Lord 
Ukrainian Catholic Church Hall

434 90th Avenue North, 
St. Petersburg, FL  33702

Saturday, December 15, 2018, 
at 11 a.m.

St Andrew 
Ukrainian Religious & Cultural Center

4100 South Biscayne Drive, 
North Port, FL  34287

“OPPORTUNITIES WITH UNA”

Subscribe to

For an additional $5 get 
an online subscription as well.

The Ukrainian Weekly

Please contact Subscription Dept. 
Tel.: 973-292-9800  ext. 3040

$90 per year
$80 for  UNA members

The Ukrainian Weekly, founded in 1933, 
is published by the Ukrainian National Association, Inc.


